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Lab Code' * change   hre* aten unions" leaders say or  
VICTORIA (CP) --  The 'British Columbia community service groups that banded together!./'i } .Buthewouldnotguaranten~atthe amendments --  removes me power ot a union to strike 
government brought dawn its lang-promised last year to fight other Socred legislation, to ~'wiH reduce the number of work days lost to strikes unilaterally without consulting its membership; 
ehangos to the labor code Tuesday --  and, an ex. regroup. 
': ' - . * - .' .:"- .: in British Columbia. , " " ' - - -  prohibits political walkouts unless the union is. 
pected, the provinee's union leaders are up in arms "Hwe don't do it, there Will he no trade~u~0n / ' }i "I helieve that thiswill brlngsomestabllityand I in a legal position to strike; 
about what they are calling anti-labor legislation, movement left." he said. 
• , '  - i~  d ~lS/~:lllUlt of ~at there may. be fewer strikes." - -  reinforces the right of union members to The Social Credit government proposes to tighten _ , i " " . . . . . .  '"': ' i:" . and. But I think fewer s 
up zts labor leginlatlon on all fronUs, with: am. nd- GOV T DE~RMINED • . . . . . .  . . .  ~ -. ~' ~,. ,ore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  De trikes come dissent'from, illegal action ordered by their union 
• - • ,- =-- . - - - :  • ., . . . . .  . • .... ; ,, . . tier relations,! I~etween malta • merits . . . .  that will put more restrictions on secondary The provincial ~overnmant Is el,ally ,%ell be t"  . . . .  ""lab. . . . . . .  .._ . P.. , . gment .and. mthout fear of discipline, 
pteketing, make it easier tn d~,m.fl¢,,*J; , , , , , , ;  on de-tU~dnnt~-fln~a-id t, . . . . . . . .  ~-_-'L.J:;~ ___ '_~_,: '* ~.:,, )r_.~ems~v=. I don t imow mat you can  , and prevents econdary picketing unless 
' . . . . . . . . . . .  J . ' .  . . . . .  , " , • ~-,---~-----, ~ .-~,~vw, .  wa lu  wire ~ V L ~ ' a l  " '. -~B, - ,a te  mat  ' " : " ' consenthas prohibit political walkouts and which include a other labor leaders went to Vl~_tm.in #n, the ;,  ."/~:~ ,-- . . . . . . . . .  ' _ . " ' . . :  . . . been obtained from the Labor Relattons 
special secflon that can be used t0 open the Exnn86 troduction 0f the bill ' /  . . . . . . . .  , : - - .  . . . .  ./-./:. ~:.~.~.~o.~,,~a[_mn, cn.au-m.a.n, ox..meB..C: Employers' Board• . 
dte . . . . . .  . , r - .  ~ . .  • • ",. • .. ':~..-... i ;~ ,~, ,~- -  a neuy mar has oeen monyin for the The bill also re uires that em 1o eea be all wed . . .~  both union and non-union construction com ~l in  G .~b~ ann,  Ne w Democrat i c  Par~y 1abe r r ~ " ' ,~r  cod  e to be  to | |~en i~,~ ~.~ l~ . | . lgdL  . . . . .  A . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  q . . . . . . . . . .  ~P Ye . . 0 . 
• ' . . . .  Critic sa la"  " I  , • . - ~ , ~ .-, , . . . .~- .  ed  5~. .~.Mav =~f fpmt l l JO l l  15 ~ to vut~ uy  ~- ' t : rc t  UauO¢ OH wnemer  mey ~an un ion  
em,.~;. , _  . .  . .  • ., . . , . • . . don t understand why, they.re :.-.. i  ~step m the right direction ' " renresentation before a certificatinn vnf~ ~n h~ 
. ~ ~ul0e, presmem of the B.C. Federation of determined to urmg in legislation like this w~s,~k ,=~ "'.'! !;~,'. 'Ma".; . . . . .  ., "_ . . . . . . . .  7 . . . . . .  • .. ,- . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~uor~ said the legislaUon does nbt"~bode~ell for . clearly aimed at kicking ~e trade union mn~,~'~,~ i .::~;:i' o~ ' .~  u orsumzm uor m ~Pve it a chance . . . . .  nem~ mrrenuy employees indicate their desire to 
workers'rights. ; " :  '~.:~/ ' , '  again." ' .  ' . - ~ . . ---~-------i:1":':. 7,T,7---:~..T..  . . :~ .  ~ - ~- organize a union by signing a petition.like 
"This province needn lal~r_._ r----,~'°=, ... ,~v,~ w,.'i'~a i~'..... Labor :~m~i;,~,, Bob Mfi~.lin.. d . . . . , ~ , ~ ,  . . . . . . .  =h .  , . ,Ma; .~  "~L 'M ' . r '~ . .~ . ,  .. ,:., .~. - _=nexegunauonnas to. ~emterpreted by the l a b o r ,  document If a majority of workers lgn up then the 
reporters "Thisdnc . . . . . . .  ~.,.... ~,.,.-.:,.. ,~ . . . . .  . .... ~==.= .~ = ;. ~-_ , . - :  .. ?,-,,=~, : .....,,boa.rd and the bourn .an  an important part In , labor board holds a cerUfleation vote • umen~ ]snoc a enarte~4or lannr ' • ~ m©.~c~mmuon when rremler Hm uermett was ~wa "max,n ' , . . . . .  
peace . . . . .  ~ ~:~, "~" from;the levi atur~ at  'm,~ u,,; . . . .  . . . . .  =~':'~ " '> _g it fair. And theres the right of passing The amendments al o give cabinet he authority 
' ~ . ~ ' ~:= ~: " . .  =v  n l  . . . . . . .  " - - -  - - .~=©m .prumsem . '  ~..reguiutions to smooth outan  defleien " to late " Jack Gerow, spokesman for t~e I-~anital ' conference said the amenctment~ .,  . . . . . . .  _,,,. ~..~.~.=., . . . : . . . . . . . . . . .  Y , . .  c!es In the dec certain economic development projects 
Employees' Union, said it i s  time fOl ; '~ '~t}on . element O} the government;s'on~zoi~ "~,~--~=`~" '~ ii ~.-~-=uu: ~o ~ ,ml, n.K ~ S_tO0 eany to make a snap open to union and non-union workers - -  a measure 
• -. .... '~,v,~j.. . • . . . . .  s ~ ,psun .m . .. ,.:juugemem at It 8 oaa. In our view it Ion " MeClelland said Solidarity, the coalition of labor, chUrcli'.;and prov=de a solid foundation for.eeonnmt,, ,~,,-,=-,',' :, '- '; 'm~.^ ,...,,. ks good. .~ he intends to use immediately.at 
• . ,  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. . j : .,,~ urn. the ~:xpo 86 site. " 
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This 17.year-old water tower located near Northwest Com- 
munity College will soon be removed. Work will begin this 
summer on an extension of Halliwell Avenue and McConnell 
Avenue water mains, and whep it Is completed, the tower will 
no longer be needed. The tower provided water pressure" 
when Wilson AvenUe pumps Were shut down and static water 
pressure for the college. 
Improvements. to remedy .water problems 
Gun man takes 
parents hostage, 
firesat police 
QUEBEC (CP)  - -  A gunman 
suspected of wounding two 
passersby in a sniper attack early 
today released his elderly father 
whom he had taken hostage, but was 
refusing to surrender, police said. 
Earlier, the sh0tgun-wielding man 
freed his mother and two hrothers, 
storey brick house located in the St- 
Sauveur section of Quebec City's 
lower town was blocked olaf and 
nearby houses were evacuated. 
Police had said the man, dressed 
in a green raincoat, had threatened 
to kill his father. 
The passersby were shot in the St- 
police said. Roch area, a commercial district in 
. pu , " from:'the house. • , ,; 
po~ .. _ _ . .c. ' ,. psychidt~c ; treatm~t; f~r i, many 
t'oncespogesmal~ uae~n Lacasse years , •. : :,~;. :: " , 
said officers tried tonegotiate with . .~;';__L:: __ ~'~ : ~: __. " .~  ~. 
the mar= by telephone, but he was route  smu a z.~-year.om male 
pedestrlanwas wounded in the arm, 
~efusing to talk. 1~ and hip in the early-morning: 
The area surrounding the two. shooting. . . . .  
by RALPH RESCHKE 
. Herald Staff W, dttr  
TERRACE-- Tei~tace area 
residents can look forward to a 
steady supply of water in the 
summer time, and reduced costs in 
getting that water from the source 
to the tap. 
According to Ralph Keen, 
municipal engineer, work will begin 
this summer on the construction f a 
pipeline connecting Deep Creek to 
the present reservoir where Terrace 
draws it'a water supply. " 
Keen said that 12"-16" pipeline 
connected to the 10" pipe located at 
Spring Creek will give the district an 
additional 300 feet of "head", 
allowing an increase in water flow 
and pressure. 
Not only will this assure residents 
of a constant supply of water during 
the peak use t~mes of the summer, 
but it will a i~ help cut costs of 
operating the pumping system 
presently used by the town. 
He explained that now the 
municipality uses three pumping 
systems to move the water. One 
system is loacated on the Skesn~ 
River and is used to supply part of 
Terrace with water. 
The second system is connected to would no longer have to be berne by 
the gravity feed line coming from ' the taxpayers, Keen said. 
the Spring Creek area. This pum- He explained that the tower had to 
ping.system is used to push the he heated in wintor to provant water 
water up to the Halliweil reservoir. 
where it inturn supplies the Bench 
area with water. These pumps are '
located• at the Wilson Avenue 
treatment plant• 
The third pumicing,system comes 
into play at the water tower located 
sear the college on McConnell Ave. 
The pumps at the tower are used to 
get the water up into the reservoir, 
.nearly 100 feet off the ground. 
Keen said once the project is 
completed, the pumps at the Wilson 
Avenue facility will no longer be 
needed to pump the water up to ~e 
Halliwell reservoir because the 
- water pressure will be high enough 
to move the water into the reservoir 
. on  i~  OWn~ r . 
The .e gineer also said that 
althou~,, the pumps will no longer be 
needed~ theywill be kept on standby 
. for emerg~n~y'purposes. . ' 
The pump and tower system at ~e 
college will also no longer be  
required but ~ill be tom down. 
An ~ddlt/onal saving that stems 
from dismantling the tower would be 
that maintenance and heating costs 
from freezing and maintenance 
work to the tower had to be done on 
every year. 
With the addition of the new i 
pipeline to it he system, the corn: 
pletion of the water main loop in the 
Mcconnell and Halliwell area is also 
possible. - 
At'present, he system ends with 
dead waterlines on both avenues. 
With the Construction of the loop, 
also to occur this summer, at a Cost 
of $82,000, the development of land to 
the west of the college can take 
place. 
The city will negotiate' with 
developers who go into that area to 
determine who pays for the con- 
struction of the loop. 
Terrace presently uses two million 
gallons of water each day, and 
during the summer months the peak 
demand increases to 3.5 million. As 
a result, the electric motors at the 
Skeana pumping station are running 
almost 24 hours a day. 
Ralph Keen knows how expensive 
it is to keep those motors running, 
but he is certain the running time of r 
the pumps will be cut in half with the 
construction f the new gravity feed 
from Deep Creek. 
He said that once the system has 
been eomi)leted, the D~p Creek line 
will provide 1.5 million gallons of  
Water and the Skeena system will 
only have to pump 500,000 gallons of 
water. • ' 
Further to that, he explained that 
should the demand for water rise 
above the two million gallon level, 
that "anti-Soviet hyateria" will keep tries would follow suit. 
some of the world's top athletes out The decision prompted statements 
of the LosAngeles Olympics, of disappointment from athletes, 
organizers sought signals today on  and State Department spokesman 
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then the water flow coming through 
the Deep Creek pipeline can be in- 
creased to keep up with the demand. 
The City purchased 10,200 feet of 
Canton ductile pipe, from the Amax 
rain,site at Kitsault at a cost of 
$24,000. So far, 8000 feet of the pipe 
has been recovered, and another 2,2~ 
feet remain in Kitsanlt. 
The district has budgeted $10,000 
for the recovery of the pipe. ' 
Keen says that with the savings 
from reducing the running time of 
Romanians still to join the Olympics 
With t he announcement in Moscow whether other Eastern bloc coun. John Hughes called it a "blatant LOs Angeles Games, citing smog, 
heat and crime, 
There was no official word from 
those: comitries, although Poland 
hinted at its decision and 
Czechoslovakia's state newspaper 
carried astrident report Tuesday on 
the eenditlons that prompted the 
Sovie~ decision. 
"Polund Is not certain of par- 
ticipatIng in the Olympic Games in 
Los Angeles," sald PAP, the official 
Polish news agency. "The situation 
created by the Reagan ed. 
ministration around the Olympics 
places a question mark on the 
participation of the Polish team." 
More on the Soviet 
boycott on page 2 
political action for which there was 
no real justification." 
U.S. Olympic officials said they 
are not giving up hope that the 
Soviet Union will change its mind, 
and a Romaninn diploma[ said his 
country will participate. 
A mass pullout at Los Angeles 
would be the third in a row to hit the 
Summer Games. Eighty-one 
countries Joined the United States In 
boycotting the Moscow Games in 
1980, 'and about 40 stayed out of the 
1976 Summer Games in Montreal. 
For months state-run news 
agencies in Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany, 'Bulgaria, Poland and 
Hungary have been criticizin~ the 
Quebec 
shooting 
QUEBEC (CP) --  Flags at 
Quebec's national assembly flew at 
half-mast oday in mourning for 
three government employees 
gunned down Tuesday by a 
Canadian army corporal bran. 
dishing a submachine-gun and 
dressed in full combat fatigues. 
Despite the  deaths and the 
wounding of 13 people, .the national 
• assembly's 63-year-old sorgeant-atr 
arms, Rene Jalbert, emerged as a 
hero credited with saving the lives of 
other legislature mployees aa he 
calmed the gunman and persuaded 
him to surrender to police. 
'Tm sure Mr. Jalbert saved the 
lives of many people who were at the 
mercy of the gunman because he 
stopped shooting shortly after 
Jalbert stepped in," said Johanne 
Tanguay, a national assemble 
eamerawoman who was operating a 
remote-contrslled t levision camera 
in: the chamber when the gunman 
burst In with his submachine.gun 
blazing. 
Notional assembly. Speaker 
Richard Guay also praised Jalbert's 
"courage, coolnesa and quick 
thinking" in defusing the situation 
'by walking up to the gunman shortly 
the pumps at the Skeens River, the ' after the man had installed himself 
eliminaUon oftheneed for pumps at in the Speaker's chair, shaking his 
the W[lsnn Avenue treatment• hand and offering him a cigarette. 
facility, and the removal of the At the time, the gunman, idea. 
McconnellAvenue water tower, the titled aa Cpl. Denis Lortie, was 
entire water project should payfor holding a dozen frightened people 
itself in a relatively short time. hostage in the chamber. 
• Lor t ie ,  a 22-year-old supply 
technician from CFB Carp, Ont., 
north of Ottawa! is to appear in court 
today. 
LEAVES CLUE 
Lortte left a clue to his motives in 
a cassette tape he dropped off at 
radio station CJRP minutes before 
the" shooting and 4½-hour seige 
began at 9:45 a.m. 
On the tape, he said be was armed 
and planned to "destroy" Premier 
Rene Levesqnc and his Parti 
Quehecals government for the 
"wrong" they had done to fran- 
cophonos in quebec and Canada. 
"The, Parti Quebecois wants to 
have one language in Quebec. For 
what reason? They want to confine 
us to quebec," he said, speaking 
softy in French. 
"I could have attacked something 
more lmpertant, like the Liberal 
party in Ottawa," he added. "This ia 
a wry imvortan, -'" ' " .~. 
mourns 
victims 
because my language is in Quebec 
and Idon't want anyone or anything "
to destroy it. 
"No one will be able to stop me, 
not the police, not the army, because 
I am going to carry out this 
destruction, and then I will destroy 
myself. It will be a first in Canada." 
Leaving the radio station in a 
cream-colored rental car with 
Ontario tic,nee plates, Lortte drove 
first to the Quebec Citadel, a 19th- 
century fortress where he fired a 
burst from his submachine-gun. No 
one was injured. 
He then drove to the aMemhly, 
• parking his car on a driveway just 
beside the main building near a 
statue of the late premier Maurice 
Duplessis. 
RECOUNTS EVENT8 
Recounting the evants that 
followed, Guay said Lortie entered 
the assembly from the side entrance 
where he shot and seriously 
wounded assembly hostess Jacynthe 
Richard. 
Assembly messenger Camille 
Lepage, 54, who was coming down a 
stairway near the entrance, was the 
next victim of Lortie's ubmachine- 
gun fire. Lepage died on the spot. 
Lortie, who seemed to know his 
v:ny, continued through the building, 
wotmdiog Denis Samson, security 
chief with the Quebec Justice 
Department, Jean-Olivier Blancher, 
a tourist from Riviere-du.Loup, 
que., and construction worker 
Mauril Roy. 
Raymond Pare, an assembly 
clerk, thought here had been an 
explosion when he heard the gunfire. 
"I ran out and there I was, face to 
face with a soldier. He didn't say 
anything and, frankly, I wasn't keen 
on chatting either." 
A bullet went hrough Pare's black 
flannel trousers without hitting him. 
Helene Savary, a national 
assembly secretary, waa also 
wounded as she worked in her office 
near the assembly chamber, known 
as the Blue Room. 
Witness Jean Bianchette said the 
gunman shouted threats against 
Levesque and Finance Minister 
Jacques Parizeau as he ran through 
the huilding toward the assembly 
chaml~r. 
No politicians were among the 
injured. Levenque was in Montreal 
at the time. 
• • . • . 
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OTTAWA (CP) - - "  Liberal 
leadership contenders are gearing 
up for a new phase in the race after a 
month-long battle to get their sup- 
porters elected as delegates to the 
party convention this summer. 
Each has built a solid core of 
loyalists and now must now try to 
hulid enough support to become king 
- -  or kingmaker -- on convention 
voting day June 16. 
Informal polls show that a big 
chunk of the 2,000 delegates elected 
since the party's election meetings 
began April 6 are uncommitted or 
unwiiling to go public with their first 
choice. 
When selection ends Thursday, 
those uncommitted Liberals as well 
as the 1,500 party members who 
automatically get to vote, will be 
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round in leadership 
Turner, a former finance 
minister, has a solid hold on first 
place, with Energy Minister Jean 
Chretien in second, the surveys 
show. The latest polls had Turner 
ahead with a two-t0-one margin. 
The standings of the others 
weren't as clear, with four of the five 
remaining candidates claiming 
either a distant third place or 
somewhere in the vicinity. 
Employment Minister John 
Roberts, Justice Minister Mark 
MacGuigan, Indian'Affairs Minister 
battle 
the doomed attempt by Joe Cl~k to 
John . Munro and Economic 
Development ; Minister* Donald 
Johnston will likely throw caution to 
the wind: 
They will try to startle the ,un- 
decided Liberals, as well as 
delegates from rival camps, into 
paying attention to their campaigns 
and policy differences. 
"They would have to be more 
inventive and dramatic," says Bill 
McAlleer, campaign manager for 
regain the Tory leadership after his 
resignation last year.• 
PLAY IT SAFE 
For Turner, however, and possibly 
Chretien, the best approach would 
be a safe one to avoid the "hig 
error" that could torpedo the sub- 
stantiul lead they have-developod, 
says McAlleer. They will likely 
avoid getting into dogfights with the 
five trailing contenders. 
Hazardous waste issue splits 
a 
OTYAWA (CP) -- There are 
growing concerns that two proposed 
pieces of legislation ending 
discrimination against Indian 
women end facilitating Indian self. 
government ~ die as Parliament 
rushes toward its summer break and 
a possible election. 
Although Indian Affairs Minister 
John Munro and Prime Minister 
Trud~au have promised that beth 
pieces of legislation will be tabled 
soon, indian spokesmen and  
members of the Commons Indian 
affairs committee said they won't be 
rushed" into accepting legislation 
without adequate time for study. 
Conservatives aren't likely to .  
support legislation that could affect 
Indian lives for "decades or cen- 
turies," withont adequate time for 
debate and study, Tory Indian af- 
fairs critic John MeDermid told the 
Commons Indian affairs committee 
Tuesday. 
"We'll not be pushed by anyone, 
including the government," Liberal 
MP Keith Penner, chairman of the 
committee, assured officials of the 
Assembly of First Nations, the 
national Indian association. 
If the legislation is sound and 
accepted by Indian people it would 
still be possible to pass it before the 
summer recess at the end of June, 




It was the private sector's turn on 
beth sides of the border Tuesday to 
choke the economy with increases in 
interest rates. ' 
Following last Thursday,s in. 
crease in the Bank Of Canada's 
trend-setting rate to 11.13 per cent 
from 10.84, six chartered banks -- 
Toronto-Dominton, Bank o f  Man. 
trcal, Bank of Nova Scotia, Royal 
Bank of Canada, Continental Bunk 
and Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce - - ra ised their prime 
lending rate half a percentage point 
to 12 per cent, the first such increase 
since mid-March. 
The new prime rate, which banks 
charge their best ,corporate 
customers, is effective today. 
Earlier, several U.S. banks, led by 
Chase Manhattan, lnereasod~their 
prime rate half a point to 12.5 .per 
cent, touching off the surge~, : 
The prime increases mean 
mortgages and consumer loans will 
be under further pressure to go up-- 
something they have already been 
doing for several weeks. ; 
The Bank of Montreal followed up 
with half-point mertgage-rute in. 
creases Tuesday. But the bank was 
only playing catch-up with increases 
announced last week by Bank of 
Nova Scotia and Toronto-Dominion. 
The new Bank of Montreal mor- 
tgage rates are 12.75 per cent for 
one-year open, 12.25 for one-year 
closed, 13 for two years, 13.75 for 
~three years, 14 for four, and 14.25 per 
cent for five years. 
WORSEFOR CANADA 
Meanwhile, economists noted that 
the implications of increased rates 
for Canada are more serious than 
for the United States. While the fast- 
growing U.S. economy can handle 
some adjustment in borrowing costs 
to keep the lid on inflation, the same 
cannot be said for Canada, where 
the recoveiT is tenuous at best. 
"We need a boost; we don't need a 
tranquillizer," said Ben Gestrin. 
chief economist at the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce. 
"I guess the real problem is we're 
out of step with the U.S. They're 
growing and we have stagnated." 
Regardless of what the Canadian 
economy needs, Gestrin and other 
economists aid this country has 
B C cornmunity i r o w sy ,,,,,e choice right now but to play . • follow the leader because of the TABLES IN MAY • 
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s~pp~rt of 0p.posl~loB ~rties, or •if it Want, to r~pl~ce Prime'[ Minister "~' BHtisi~ 'Cblufitb]a s so~th~ ~i~Bgt'; :0,de~ugg~/~vi~l~lers to ~e &l/~r "!~ qll ~' Z~fm~h ig ~ ~d ~id~l~t6 li:/•' in dnother~ dovelopmenL Canada 
isroj~t~th~nafi~y~co~m,t~i~y~ '" IYt l u.  -, . "  , .... / was united iin eelebra~on"!~,it' ha~ ~ " ~t  ~'~ th~v'd,,~i~.wo~t'~- a . . . .  ~',~ hazardous weste~ landflll. ai~d:> the;"' DeVe]opntent Cbrp ~ ~e~ort~d~:r~" 
thereis little chance the legislation Afleedofletterswillrushonttoall been I00 years since the Canadian their back yard, but others have been ministry announced that Genstar.IT second straight quarterly profit as 
would pass by the aummer ecess, delegates, pleading once again for Pacific Railway steamed into town to critical of "hysterical'.' local groups was to look for ~ s~ure site in the revenues of its operatingcompunies 
The legislation would remove support onthefirstcon~/entionballot give it life. which have organized rallies Ashcroft region. A ministry cam- grow, costs were reduced and 
provisions from the Indian Act that or at least asking for consideration Over the .years, residents of the protesting the dump. mittee had determined that area to general business conditions ira- 
cause women to lose their Indian in later rounds. Candidates will mining-dependent village in th~ dry 'TII lie down in front of a bulldozer be suitable in terms of seismic, proved. 
status if they marry non-Indians, criss~ress the country trying to sagebrush country remained content if that's what it tskss to stop it," says • climatic and geographical features. .The holding company, 48 per cent 
It would allow an estimated 23,000 meet as many delegates as possible, and protective of a slow, neighberl~  former mayor and long-time resident However, environmental .owned by the federal government, 
women and 40,000 children to existence. These days, bingo or a Oscar Johansan, head of a: loeal organizations claim the minlstry and . sald its profit totailed $1.4 million on 
reclaim their status and returt~ to CRUCIAL MEETINGS Friday night dance at the Legion are action group opposing the dump. Geustar-IT are not providing e~ugh consolidated revenues of $1 billion, 
their reserves if they chose to do so. The party's three remaining as frantic as things usually get. "There isn't one landfill in the information about their plans, compared with a loss of L~3.8 million 
Indian governments would also be policy conferences, in Montreal, But the prospect of a government- world that doesn't leach (leak). If Ganstar-IT has said its pls~s aren't on revenues of $967.9 million during 
able to negotiate a greater degree of Vancouver and Toronto, could endorsed hazardous waste dump they put a toxiclandfillin, it probably yet final, the first three months of 1983. 
After payment of preferred Indian control in areas now ad- become important crucibles, nearby has thrown the 2,500 residents "i~n't going to hurt me. By the time it Environment Minister Tony divid nds, the loss per common 
ministered by the federal Indian But former organizers for the two into the threes of a politteai debate causes a problem I'll be long: gone. Brummet insists Genstsr-IT's final share amounted to 28 cents a share, 
Affalra Department. men Who fought to the end in last that threatens to divide the com- But I owe it to my next generation to proposal will have to satisfy his a dramatic improvement over the This increased Indian self- year's Progressive Co~ervative munity as visibly as the mighty stop it." 
ministry that any waste buried in a $1.19-per-share loss a year earlier. government would grant bands leadership race -- Joe Clark and Thompson River which runs through AREA SUITABLE landfill will be safe. He says a The company, with interests in oil 
• greater control over reserve Brian Mulroney -- indicate there its heart. The problems began in" the fall of proposed site on •'~rown lend 12 and gas, mining, petrochemicals, 
resources, education, health care will be big differences between the "We're creating a monster," says 1983 when the provincial Ministry of kilometres outside.'0~ Ashcroft Will life sciences, industrial automation 
and could grant them such powers strategies of the current front Mayor Ward Bishop, "People have Environment endorsed a joint not be usedunless drill tests Show and office information products 
_ as law enforcement and taxation on-Truaner in the Liberal pack, John become suspicious, proposal by Genstar and IT Corp. to there would be no leaching into the companies, lost $45 million in 1963. 
reserve lands. Tu~'ner, and the rest. "We are starting to set ourselves develop and o~rate a hazardous water table. 
Soviets boycott the Olympics:. Paying for 1980? 
~ortly after the Olympic torch was lit on statement really says that under prevailing Moscow, the Soviet Union had an easy time, Neteom, aSan Francisco.based firm that is American soft, the Soviet Union announced 
conditions, the Soviets find it impossible, winning ~ gold medals, 69 silver medals holding anon-ref~dable, five-figure deposit it is pulling out of the 1984 Summer Olym- "Anything can happen." and 46 bronze. 
pies in Los Angeles. to televise the Games to the Soviet Union. 
The official said there could still. ~e TheS0goldmsdalscomparsdwithtbeir49 "We have not heard anything from the 
The timing of the move was dramatic. It another meeting of U.S. and Soviet golds in 1976 and ~ in 1972 whtn beth the 
was seen by some as retaliation for the Russians," said William Tilison, chairman 
delegates ince the Soviet Union has until soviet Union and United States competed., and chief executive officer of Netcom. 
United States-led boycott of the 1960 Games June 2, the deadline for declaring its par- However, a number of black and Arab 
in Moscow. And it sent waves of shock and ticipatinn, to reverse its stand, countries boycotted the 1976 Games in And the Soviet withdrawl will increase the- 
dismay around the world. "Icanonlyhopethattheproblemssocn by Montreal, continuing the political problems number of tickets available for the Los 
Still some saw hope in the official wording the Soviet side in Los Angeles can still be' that have plagued almost every Olympics Angeles Games, freeing some tickets being 
of the Soviet announcement, relayed solved," said Walther Treeger, general since the modern Games began in 1896. ' held "for Soviet icket holders who were 
Tuesday by the 'lass news agency, that secretary of the West German National Besides track and field, swimming, comingover,"saidLarryGold, ownerofthe 
there could be a change in heart before the Olympic Committee. 
June 2 deadline. Col. Donald Miller, executive director of basketball, wrestling, weightlffting, rowing, Ticket Time agency in Culver City, Calif. 
• shooting and gymnastics, the soviets were The LAOOC was deluged with telephone 
"In these conditions...," the statement the United States Olympic Committee, said: also expected to do well in water polo, calls from rcople wanting to know if more 
said. And therein lay what eome felt wan a "The one thing I learned in all my volleyball, handbali, cycling and sbme of the ' tickets .would be available, said Harry 
possible out for the Soviets. negotiations with the Soviet Union is to other less dominant sports. ~.  ~. Usher, executive vice-president of the 
If the conditions the Soviets complained expect he unexpected. The only thing they . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,__= . . .  ,, p 
about should change, would they change nnn~q,= I, a o.A~ut,=~a . ~ LAOOC. Usher said no action is fanned 
their mind? are consistent abeut is their inconslstency, l - -e  Soy" t --thdrawnl will aim " " uecausomemsue isstillu in the alr as far • T l l  l e  wl est eer- ; , , ,  P 
as we re concerned But the impact was immediate, would hope that hey reverse their position, tsiniy increase American medal chances in . 
Juan Antonio Somaranch, president of the Ju  an-Anton io but I'm not counting on it." a number of sports, including track and-. cimAnm~eenomist withthe Los Angeles Area 
International Olympic Committee, and Sam aran ch , STRIKES A BLOW field. Carl Lewis is attempting to match p,~ ocr oz t;omroerce, Jack Kyscr, said a 
Nelson Paillou, president of France's Jesse Owens's 1936 swee,, of four "old out from the Gaoee by the Russians 
Peter Uebarroth, president of the Los National Olympic' Committee, said the medals, Mary Decker is is going for two .. . _ y to th , . v. ~ probably would not cut ver far in e Angeles Olympic 0rgenlsing Committee, 
flew from New York on Tuesday, where the using the Games for its political aims. Soviet decision could prove "a mortal blow , esumated ;4 4 billion the Games a e ex golds in .women s distance events, and . _ .  ' r -. 
torch began its journey across America, to Chauvinistic sentiments and an anti-soviet struckAnd, atwhilethe OlympiCmost feltSPirit"'the move was sprinter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~veiyn ~mmom coma wm mree thispaCtens--t°~contribute~ to th  local economy 
Washington to meet with President Reagan. hysteria are being whipped up in the political, almost all said it was the athletes gold medals. ~ ummer. 
"People who, are really interested in "We are apparently paying the price for country. Roone Arledge, prE~ident of ABC News sports are going to attend regardless," 
IN0 -- that's our interpretation," said "Extremist organizations and groupings who will suffer, and Sports, said the Soviets not , par-~ i~ysor Said. . . . . .  
"The athletes were the losers in 1980," ticipating in Los Angeles would have little Ueberroth. "The ones who are hurt are the of all sorts, openly aiming to create un- 
athletes." bearable conditions for the stay of the soviet' said LOs Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley. "If In Moscow, one than sai effect on American television. ':: :,~: ~ . ~ d he was not 
John Hughes, a U.S. State Delmrtmant delegation and for the performance by thesovietsdon'tcome, it will be the athletea "It's too early to tell," Arledge said. stwprlsobyhis:coun~y,safl~uncementnot 
spokesman, said: "We think this is a blatant Soviet sportsmen, have sharply stepped up who will be the losers." ,, m compete m Los An e ' Canadian Sperts Minister Jacques There will be a bountiful harvest of . . . .  , . . . .  • g~es / .  
their activity with'dlrect connivance of the Olivier, who offered to mediate the dispute, political action for which there was no real Ameri an authorities. '
Justification." ,,In 
Four years ago, than-President Jimmy these conditions, the National said: "I'm still surprised (at the decision) 
Carter pulled the U.S. team out of the .Olympic Committee of the U.S.S.R. is because the Soviet people are very good 
Moscow Games to protest soviet military compelled to declare that participation of athletes and I'm sure it is not in the interest 
intervention in Afghanistan. Eighty one Soviet s~rtsmen in the Games is im- of the athletes of Russia to accept it." ' 
other countries also stayed away from 1960 possible." With the pullout of So~,'iet athletes --; and 
• possibly other members Of the Soviet bloc -- was responsible for the soviet'n action ABC paid ~5 million for the-U.S. "W  . . . . . .  re definitely responsible, no matter Olympics. An IOC official in Lausanne, Switzerland, the strength of the fields in many sports television rights to the Los Angeles Games, what they say,', said " . . . . . .  
'U.8. WHIPS HYSTERIA' questioned whether the Soviet statement would be diminished, but sourcesin the industry, who asked not to vawu Jsalslger, 
, national executive for the Ban the Soviets The Soviet Natk:nal Olympic Committee definitely ruled out Soviet participation i  be identified, said the network s contract 'Coalition 'Tm sur  they decid~ 
said in a atatumeat: 'qt is known that from the Games. The Soviet Union captured ~e most with the LAOOC contains a provision for ' to pull out 
oocause the United States would not muzzle the very first days of preparations for the "I don't see it as a statement saying they medals in the last three Summer Olympics reduced rights payments if the Soviet Union our coalition and agree to turn defectors 
present Olympics the American ad- will definitely not participate," said the and, with the United State and 81 other failed to send a team.. 
back over to the KGB, which was probably ministration has sought to sot course at M/cial, who asked not to be named. "The countries missing the 1980 Olymples in The Soviet decision' was" a surprise to the major reason they ithdrew." 
• _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . . . .  . . 
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:; : :f6 r : Terro:ce ' s e t t l - "  _ medt  
TERRACE-- 'J. AII~;": triggered a : s izable • be  shipped" out 0f the  V a n  c 0 r 
Hermanson,..re.gional =Ount of_expenditures,in:Q"ihtette and Tech ~- U v e  
.m~nagerof plarmmg and projects, becausa~were Bulimoose mines in the ' 
administration for CN Rail not*: different:.fmm: anY Tumbler Ridge area, and 
madeitciear that alth(mgh othe~ btisinebs, ~safd  that's whY money is being 
CN. is not  a lab0~r; Hermamon. ! ~  spent on the B,C. North 
intensive business, there "We Spend morley when 
will be some Jobs made we see the whites of'the 
available as a result of the cUstomer's eyes.. When 
company's expansion" In traffic ':grows, we match 
T~rraoe. . : that growth." ~ 
Hermausofl was in the . 
Division. ' 
:About $26 million has 
been spent on construction 
in Prince George, while $II 
:~Llllon has been slated for 
area Tuesday, at the in- He'/' said the annual' expansion of the Terrace 
vitatlonof the Terraee'and ' compoanded growth for yard.  Watson Island will receive $8 million, 
District Chamber ' of eas.tora Canada is 4.8 per In 1982, CN shipped' six 
Commerce, and apoketo cent; while the gmFthfor million gross tons of 
about 35 people at a lun- the mountain rogion:is 7.3 freight from Prince 
cheon held at the Terrace per cent. George to Prince RUpert. 
Hotel; , 'It's these kind '0f hum: However, the company 
• He described CN's phns 
for the area and told how 
increased train traffic will 
affect grow~ Of the rail 
service. 
"Traffic growth has 
bern that make cN~itup predicts that by 19~6, that 
and take notice of im~roa, figure will climb to 28 
and as a reimlt proJ~"..Qre ' million gross tons. 
undertaken that),refltct After his presentation, 
this growth in shlp'ping: . Hermanson fielded some 
CN predicts that nine to questions from the 
ten million tons of coal will audience. 
, i  
Premiers remind railways 
of spending promises 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) " Canada's pertation.: 
national railways must live up to their The alanexpressed concern at the tariffs 
promises to spend $16.5 billion to upgrade, charged by elevator compani~ for the 
their rail lines in Western Canada or they handling of grains. 
should pass' on the savings by lowering. CONCERN OVER RATES ~ 
freight rates, :the western premiers aid 
Tuesday. 
In a communique issued following their 
two-day meeting in this Okanagan com- 
munity, rite premiers, expressed concern 
that he rate sh'ucture for grain shipments 
penalizes increased production of this 
export commodity, and strongly urged the 
federal government to remove an artificial 
marketing cap of 31.5 million metric 
tonnes. 
Saskatchewan Premier Grant Devine 
said that in  recalculating their con- 
struction programs, the railways found 
they would have a $4 billion saving. 
At the same time, he said, they 
calculated that more than 31.5 million 
metrin tannen would.be shipped this year, 
and had bliIed farmers an additional 
million to move the grain. 
British Columbia Premier Bill Bennett 
said the original figures were part of the 
deal to replace the antiquated Crowsnest 
Pass freight rates, and "if they can do it 
• The premiers aid that the rates, which 
are regulated by the .federal government, 
have been allowed to increase sub- 
stantially at a time when increased 
volume should be permitting the elevator 
companies to achieve conomies of scale. 
The premiers aid they were concerned 
about he Incroaaing diversion of container 
traffic to United States ports and the ex- 
pressed belief that a decline in Van- 
c0uver's hare of container traffic could 
increase Canada's dependency on the 
United States -- a development they fear 
will be detrimentol to Canada's In- 
ternatlonal trade objectives. 
The premiers agreed that Via Rail 
passenger service between Vancouver, 
Jasper, Alia., Edmonton, Saskatoon and 
Winnipeg should be supported and 
resumed. 
"Absence of: this "service makes a 
significant portion of Western Canada 
inaccessbile to Canadian and foreign 
visitors," they said. 
J. A l lan Hermanson, centre, was guest  speaker at the Chamber  of 
Commerce luncheon Tuesday. Hermanson discussed CN's plans in its 
B.C. north d iv is ion.  R ight  Is Judith Jephson, president, Chamber  of 
Commerce and Doug McLeod,  f i rs t  vice-president.  
, .L- 
• . . - ,  
newspapers/  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A comment. 
tentative settlement has The guild, which 
been reached in thesix- represents about 900 
week-old strike at Pacific reporters, editors and 
Press Ltd., the company clerical workers, eXlz~ts 
that publishes the Van- the compony'to call.later 
couver Sun and Province today ' to arrange for 
ne~vspapers, said a union negotiations to resume. 
spokesman. Young has been told the 
But only five of' the six terma of ,the tentative 
unions at Pacific ~ress are settlement but would not 
includedin the ago'cement, comment on them. 
The Joint Council of  SAME OFFER. 
Newspaper Unions, which. Young said he expects 
bargains for all the unions that Pacific Press will 
except he Vancouver-New offer the guild the same 
Westminster Newspaper monetary setflment as it 
Guild which represents he has agreed to with the 
company's editorial staff, council. 
began telling its members Earlier in. negotiations 
Tuesday that it had Pacific.prens had offered 
reached a tentative set- the guild a ',12-per,cent 
tlement. Ratification wage increase over a 
meetings will be held three-yeer contract. 
Thursday. Under the old c0ntract,•a 
Guild president Jim minimum salary for senior 
Young confirmed a set- reporters was $701.54 a
tiement had been reached week, while senior printers 
by the  council, which recelvedabusebuuclyrate 
represents 400 ' craft o{$16.92 for a..34"h°. 'u r ,  four- 
workers including graphic • day week. 
artists, Pressmen and 
mailers. Recently the Victoria 
"Now the council and Times-Colonist igned an 
company have settled agreement that provides 
.leaving the guild's wage inereasesoflive per 
negotiations up in the air," cent in each of the first two 
Young said. ' years and seven per cent In 
Company negotiators the final year of the 
could not be reached for agreement. 
Woman pleads guilty to bombing 
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C. (CP) - -  A 21- Thursday and Hannah on Monday. The acquitted. 
year-eld New Westminster woman has maximum sentence for conspiracy to rob is Stewart was also acquitted of possession of 
pleaded guilty to bombing the Litton Systems life imprisonment, stolen mountaineering equipment but was 
Canada building in Toronto on Oct. 14, 1982. found guilty by the jury of possession of 
Juliet Caroline Belmas pleaded guilty On Sunday, a B.C Supreme Court jury weapons. L 
March 16 but Mr. Justice Samuel Toy of the. found two others -- Ann Brit Hansen, 30, and '- Stewart was sentenced by Toy to one day in 
British. Columbia Supreme Court had Brent Taylor, 27, both of New Westminster, jail on Monday after the judge was told the 
prohibited the medl a from reporting the fact guilty of the conspiracy charge, man had been in custody for 16 months 
while a trial was underway on other charges, awaiting the trial. 
cheaper, they should use those savings to  The premiers also called on the federal He lifted the ban on Tuesday. They were also found guilty of theft of three Toy placed a ban on publication of Hannah 
Beimas and GeraldRichard Hannah, 27, of cars, possession of stolen mountaineering and Ralmas's guilty pleas March 16 involving 
keep the freight rates lower." • ' government to simplify regulations for New Westminster also -'~eaded "~]t"  on that equipment and a pickup truck. . the robbery conspiracy and related ~eft and 
The premiers..ug~M,that,~here, should third level carr ie~ m they could deYelop . . . . .  . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' " -- J ~ '  '~8  ~:" . . . .  " : ; , '  ' v , , ~ ' , ,  , ,  ' r " 
rs , . . . . . .  ~,: .uace, co,me acmmpma arson m,a' "xmqmuam, '~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ", .... ,, ', . . . . . . . .  ; '  ~-':pom~sio~¢~f iKolen propertpentmts~. ,UY~Ing= b~..anupg cttn. ggf.~aci]ltie~,audaimplifi~ ~e~ter, serslee~tosmaller~mmunlfl~ht . . . . . . .  , .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  On.A l,: 24., ~the sam , r . , . ., • , ........... :B.C,, store that-distributes seY~dly~exphclt . . . . . .  pri . . e jury acquitted :*:publicity e0hld-jespar¢lizv41ie,'righ'ts:of~ • eguiaLtlo~s .for ~all. mede~., of ,rh'an,,: co~petltive pr i ces . . . .  , ~,~ , r,, " ., . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  Douglas Dav/dStewart, 27, of Vancouver, on 
' " '  ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ' "  -- widoota~)es.,That incident occurred Nov. 22, . . . . . . . .  ' 'th.f'~:remalltid~:~.tt~d:hi~lli~ c~!-':~'~, : :! 
• " 1983. ' me conswacy Charge anti unomer ox Toy told the jury Sunday that he wwould 
The explosion at the Litton Systems plant, possession ofa stolen truck, after Justice Toy have had to declare amistrial, and a new trial 
said there was no evidence:to s/zpport he Weed out:weak industry 
will be growth strategy 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- Canada's 
western premiers put aside their dif- 
ferences and agreed Tuesday to coo- 
cantrate on a common strategy for 
economic growth and development. 
The premiers agreed that this would 
require a restructuring of industry, 
concentrating on those with growth 
potential and eliminating the weak. 
Saskatchewan Premier Grant Devine' 
told a news conference ending a two- 
day meeting of the four premiers that 
they want to identify those areas of 
strength and build on those strengths, 
and "eliminate our weakness, and that 
will take some structural change." 
To this end, they called on the federal 
government to put an end to quotas and 
non-tariff barriers that prevent goods 
from entering the country, thereby 
ending retaliatory moves that hamper 
the export of Canadian goods. 
They indicated they particularly 
were concerned about tariffs on 
Chinese and Japanese imports. 
The premiers also called for. greater 
incentives for the private sector "to 
invest in and build on thchareas' of
strength in the Canadian economy." 
TAX ASSISTANCE 
They urged the federal government 
to use the national tax system "in a 
more innovative manner, specifically 
by allowing greater scope for provinces 
Grant Devine 
products abroad, "to employ our people 
and maintain employment that is there 
now." 
Bennett said that  the premiers, 
rather than looking for things that were 
wrong, tried to look for areas "where 
we can build on our strengths and co- to, provide targeted tax incentives 
under the joint tax collection system" ~ operate ~ogether not only as western 
p~vinces, but also with the present The premiers agreed that now is the ! ._ 
best time to present their concerns to" f.qderal government, .r and~moro par- 
ottawa because of the imminent ticularly with the new prime minister 
change in leadership. .. "~whoover he may be," 
To ensure that their goods can reach The premiers urged the federal 
government to make "international 
~rade liberalization a priority," saying 
it is' necessary to ensure economic 
recovery, job creation, resource 
upgrading and diversification of the 
western Canadian economy. 
market quickly and efficiently; they ,- 
agreed there should be upgrading of 
facilities and simplified regulations for 
all modes of transportation. 
They also called for the full expansion 
of raft capacity as promised when the 
antiquated Crownsnest freight rates , Even Manitoba Premier Howard 
were revised, Pawiey, the lone New Democrat in a 
• At that time the railways said they group of conservatives, whose province 
would be spending $16.5 billion to. has a large textile industry, said he 
. . . .  ,~o , , , I ,  U,,es ~,,,c o ,,~, h ,o , , ,  supported liberalization of trade -- as 
h~,v~ fauna it wtl|' eoabi ti~ m U billion " long as it does not mean large-scale 
less, prompting, thepremiers:) tg,say, , la.ymts ann unemp o.yrn.en.~. .;. 
the,, should use the~money ~av¢,d for tie warnen against Irrespousl~le 
further upgrading or to cut freight actions that weald result in massive 
rates, unemployment or bankrupteies. 
Alberta' Premier. Peter Lougheed 
said the premiera realized that by 
working in a c0.eperative way "we can 
maximize our market penetration and 
we are not competing against each 
other." 
The premiers called for increased 
promotion and marketing efforts, in- 
cluding greater federel-provincial co- 
ordination and communication in trade 
fairs and missions; and expanded 
export marketing activities ac- 
companied by better export financing. 
The premiersagreed 'that the 
economic priority of governments must 
be "in facilitate sustained economic 
growth and the •creation of new, per- 
manent jobs." . 
NEED CO-OPERATION 
Host Premier Bill Bennett said the 
*.four western provinces sam their 
prosperity through international 
marketing, and must co-operate and 
have a cohesive strategy to create 
economic activity, by selling their 
I I 
which produces guidance systems for the 
controversial cruise missile, injured seven 
people. Ontario police have decided not to 
proceed with the dynamiting charge against 
Hannah. 
,' The pair had also been charged with 
blowing up a B.C., Hydro substation ear 
Qualicum on Vancouver Island on May 31, 
1982. British Columbia officials decided last 
year to drop the charges against hem. That 
explosion caused an estimated ~ million in 
damage. ', 
Belmas and Hannah also pleaded guilty on 
March 16 to conspiring to rob a Brink's ar- 
mored car at a deportment afore in Burnahy, 
B.C. Belmas also pleaded guilty to possession 
o f  explosives. 
PLEADED GUILTY 
The two als0 pleacled guilty to theft of three 
cars, possession of Stolen property including 
weapons and mountaineering equipment and 
a pickup truck as well as possession of 
weapons dangerous to the public poade. 
The judge said he will sentence Belmas on 
charges. 
During the 10e-day trial, court was told 
members of the group decided Jan. 3, 1983, to 
commit he robbery. They spent wo weeks' 
"finetuning their plan" hut it was foiled when 
police officers, ' disguised as highways 
maintenance workers, .stopped the gi'oup in a 
pickup truck on'the Squamish Highway north 
of Vancouver on Jan. 20,1983. Police said they 
had planned to rob the gunrd 0n Jani 24. 
BUGS PLANTED i.. 
Police, who had the group under sur- 
veilance for at least two months and planted. 
bugs in a New Westminster residence, said 
group members had cased several storea 
before chcosing the deportment atore, 
practised shooting firearms and even ham- 
mered spikes into lengths of hose to throw in 
the way of pursuing police cars. 
The jury also convicted Taylor on a charge 
of breaking, entering and theft of guns from a 
Richmond, B,C., g t m collector. Stewart was 
Runaway bus was 
overloaded, 
out of control 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  A of those people standing in 
runaway bus oyerloaded the aisles would have 
with Claremont high" made the bun very difficult 
school students was to control, he said. 
travelling at 88 kilometres In earlier testimony 
an hour when it crashed on Tuesday Dr. Francis 
. " ~ >  
i 
"MOLT.  _ 
on the charges if they had known two others 
had pleaded guilty. 
The judge has postponed sentencing on the 
verdicts against Hansen and Taylor handed 
down. by the jury Sunday. 
Correctlo  
' in'the $ternwhseler .$1sek and 
L S ~  Ho~ advertisement In the 
Tuesday May $ edition of the Dally 
Herald there was an Incorrect prlce. 
It read ,plus 20 per cent off...,, and 
should be "plus 10 per cent off..." 
.We apologize for any In- 
convenience this may have caused. 
tt ,  c . . . . .  
Mount Washington, an. 
RCMP accident analyst 
told a coroner's jury 
Tuesday, 
Tire marks left at the 
scene indicate the 
brakeles.~ Conmac Stages 
Ltd. bus was likely out of 
control when it entered the 
fatal curve on the steep 
mountain road Jan. 30 
while bringing the group 
back from a day of skiing, 
said Cpl. Allen Segstre. 
It was th e seventh day of 
an inquest into the deaths 
of Adam Kerr, 17, who died 
within an hour of the eras, 
and Scott Branson, 16, who 
died of injuries a week 
later in hospital. 
Segstro said the shifting 
weight of standing 
passengers may have 
contributed to the ac- 
cident. 
The bus had 45 Seats but 
there were 64 people 
aboard it, in addition to bus 
driver Kerry Grlifith, at 
the time of the accident. 
The unsupported weight 
Navln, a professor of 
engineering at the 
University of British 
Celmnbia, told the jury 
that, while Transport 
Canada does have 1O ac- 
cldent investigation teams 
across Canada, most of the 
attention Is directed to 
studying defects in new 
ears. 
"There is no group 
dealing with buses. 
Perhaps there should be 
something, a group of 
experts who could collect 
across Canada and come 
• back and look at bus ac- 
cidenta. 
Coroner Joe Carpenter 
noted that the United 
States has a national 
agency that investigates 
major transportation 
aecide~ts' end makes 
recommendations for 
improved safety. 
Casting a glance at the 
jury, Carpenter suggested 
that one of the outcomes of 
the inquest might be 
recognition of bus safety as 
a national concern. 
Mothers Day Special 
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• three Summer Olympics 
:and their absence in Los 
• Angeles will dramatically 
chan~ge the texture of the 
1964 Games: it Is expected 
to result In a near-certain 
medals harvest fo r t  he  
• United States. ' ' 
: With the United States 
'and 81 other countries 
- boycotting the 1980 
.Olympics in Moscow, the 
Soviets wen 80 gold 
;medals, 69 shyer and 46, 
• bronze. 
The 80. gold medals 
-compared with their 49 
'golds in the 1976 Summer 
• Games and 50 In 1972 - -  
:making the Soviet Union 
medals chumplon each 
time. 
It is safe to conclude they 
:would also have done well 
:in LOs Angeles. 
They are strong in traek 
and field; swimming, 
weighWfting, basketball, 
wrestling, rowing, 
shooting, gymnastics and 
cycling. 
The Soviets also were 
expected to do well in 
water polo, volleyball, 
handball and some of the 
other less dominant sports. 
Their absence, in  the 
words of ABC president 
Rome Arledge, will 
"produce a bountiful 
harvest of Ameriean 
medals." 
But In the words of John 
B. Kelly, first" vice- 
president of the U.S. 
Olympic Committee, "Our 
athletes will be hurt 
because "if they win a gold 
medal they won't win it 
against the best, 
necessarily. 
"It will be a hollow 
victory." 
SOVIET. STRENGTH 
A leek at the Soviet 
strength In major Olympic 
events: 
Track and Field: The 
Soviets would have 
dominated the hammer 
throw, pale vault and high 
jump~ys  Tom Tellez, 
U .S .~p ie  coach for 
high ,~' ~,u{~Jp~8~.( , ,~ ip le  
jumpers, loag jumpers and 
pole vaulters. 
: The Soviets won six gold 
imedals at the world 
:championships in Helalnki 
"--is the men's 1,600-meire 
~relay, high jump (Gen- 
Soviet Olympic withdrawal will ~,:have dramatic impaot,., 
Soviet Union athletes Utvinov), in the women's re~rd of ~.s  Idles at the : ' . . . . .  Oiga Mostepanova won the medals in l~0:; i :~gei 
have dominated the past ~00-metre Intermediate world .. champinnahlps, silver medal in addition to Soukoutchen~,~'~ .|s i o~e_ 
hurdles .(Yekaterina wh i le  KIokov establ/ah.ed 
Fesenko) and the high four World' bests/among 
jump (Tamara Bykova). 
Bubka revolutinnalized 
vatting by holding the 
pole much higher than any 
other competitor, searing 
over 5.80 metres several 
times during the indoor 
season. He held the world 
indoor mark until Thierry 
Vigneron of France 
el~,red ~85 metres March 
4.  ' . '  . o • " .  
Swimming: Vladimir 
Sainikov would have been 
the overwelming favorite 
to win t.wo gold medals in 
his world-record 
specialities, the  400-and 
1,500-metre freestyles. His 
main competition in ihe 
1,500 might have been 
teammate Sviatoslav 
Semenov, ranked second in 
the world last year. 
Other Soviet medal 
hopefuls would have been 
breaststrokere. Larisa 
Belokon and Svetlana 
Vargnnova, Dmltri Volkov 
and Robertus ~lylpa, 
individual medleyists 
Iriana Gersasimove and 
Alex Sidorenko and Alex 
Sidorenkn, freestyler 
sergy Smiriagin, and 
!nadly Avdeyenko), pole Pisarenko in  the super 
:vault (Sergey Bubka) and heavyweight class. 
'hammer throw (Sergey Mtrozoyan set a world 
t . 
backstrokers Vladimir 
Shemetov and Sergeyb" 
Zabolotnov, the European 
record holder at 200. 
In "diving, Alexandr 
Portov, the 1680 Olympics 
platform gold medallist, 
had been expected to 
renew his rivalry w i th  
American Greg Louganis, 
who easily defeated Portov 
in the 19~ world cham- 
pionships in Ecuador. 
DOMINATE SPORT 
WeightWUag: The 
Soviets •have dominated 
weightllfting for 2O years. 
In Moscow in 1980, the 
Soviets won eight gold 
• medals, and last year in 
the world championships, 
they won a whopping 30 
medals. 
The 19e4 Soviet con- 
~mt ,..w. ~,exp~ted. ~ to 
kilograms, the 1980 gold 
medalllst and five-time 
world champion. 
Other favorites were: 
Oksan Mirozoyan at 55 
kilos; Viacheslav Klokov 
at 109, and  Anatoll 
r 
favorites for gnl~ medals American 5 ~anees 1 in  "~a~, would have been 
-- Kosamisknv; • women'.a ro.wing,, which . medal contenders. " 
. heavyweight; ,'.An~toly hasbemdominatedby'tho - The Soviets currently 
, Balaglasov, 57 /k~os; Soviet'.Union and.Eantern holdalx of the 11 world 
them a 247-kilo dieen.an~ Stepansorkisyan, 62kilos; European countries. ; records in.. Olympic 
jerk. " ' . ' *  . 
• ' ,  . Mikhail Kharachura,. 68 The Soviet. withdrawal shooting sports, including 
Baske_tball'.i_The..~vi~t . kilo s and 1980~OlYmpie wili not have as much of an small bore.free rifle, free 
:~vo.m.en's Imsk...etbaH. W , champion ~ impact on men's r~wing," 
~s the aexenamg olympic Oganeeyan, 90 kilos. -" which. ~ other..  countries 
,.hamplon~They m'e led by. . In  Greoo. Roman, five dominate. ~ ..... ~ " 
Hyaka Semco6va, seven " Soviets' : won world Sho~ingi The .Soviets 
tee t two, ~ pmmas, championship: titles! In "are'  competitive in~ all 
. 'me ~o.v~et menlare led Kiev last ,%ptember!:'and arean, stroagestin r0nning 
r)y ,~ lOas  Sabonis,: .also would certainly have been game target and pistol. 
~even toot twot.~nsi .d~ contenders. They~:iwere At the rdeeent in~ural of 
py many an me smgl~t Teimur Aphaeeva, 82 the OlYmpic Shooting site 
;:rate.~ : .  ta lent. . :ever . kilos; Benur Pachaiani52 InChino, Calif , the Soviets 
preduc~ in !~Y European 'kilos. Mich'ael " B ' . . . . . . . .  I " '  ' .~ . . . .  'Mamiach- took first and second in the' 
)asxetball. But tho Soviets villi. '74 kilos: ' Igor runnin ame et (Yuri r '~- . . . . . .  " ' "  . . . . .  ' ''~. '" g g targ 
a ~caaen wlm muen Canygyn, 90 kilos, ~and Kadenatoky .and Sergey 
seVen;foot-tw0' ~ forward. Relth of the U.S; Rowing 
Wres'Wng: In*! .freestyle, i Assodiation. She  was 
• the : Soviets/ 'had five' talking about the 
more:talent thon~Saben~s, .Eugene Artuhine,i In , t rap l l  shOOfly,  TheYl also :have: 'Vladlmir. heavYw.ei .ght, . . . .  Makarov). ' 1 " 
Tkacheako', a: seVen-feet- .Rowing: We may weli Alexai~dr "Asanov would 
four ' . . i  centre, ~ and have been handed a gold have been a contender and 
Aleksandar .Beloste~nd, a .  medal,':, said Katherine in free pistol,, Boris 
Kokorev and /Alexandr 
Neletyev, who ~ finished 
Second and third in the 
winning the balance beam. 
• Vladimir Artemov tied 
with Leu Yun of China ~or 
the world tlile in the 
parallel bars, while Artour 
Akopian won the vault... 
Cycling: The 6ov~ec 
Union leads Eastern b loc  
domination of all cycling 
events i including team 
time ~ab;,road race and 
track events. 
In team tLme trials event 
(four. me0 on each team 
racing ~ tota l  10o 
~kilometre~* against the 
cl~k), :~e :/Soviets wer e 
c0~idered easy gold 
medalllsts. Their only 
pistol, rapid fire pistol, 
running .game . target, 
women's a i r  rifle and 
woman'p sport pistol. 
WON OVESSXLL ~ TZTL~; 
Gymnastles:. The " 
reigning world overall 
c .Immpions in both the 
men's and women's, 
divisions are' from the 
Soviet Union;. Dimitrl 
Bolozerchev won the men's 
overall title lnst Novembor 
in, Indianapalis by placing 
first in the pommel horse competition was expected 
and~ the rings, • while to come from the East 
finishing second in the Germans and Poland. 
fleer exercise. In mad race (a mass 
NataliaYurchenko was start event with three 
the  women's overall competitors from each 
champion as ~ teammate country), Soviets swept 
defendipg 
end had to rally three 
times to defeat SOn 
Francisco Giants 19-.II in 
National League baseball 
action Tuesday. ' 
" I  had to do somethin~/' 
Hall said. "It was a ~agh 
day. 
"'I've never beun "in a 
wild game like that before 
and I don't • want 
anymore." . -. ~ '  
It appeared the Cubs had 
the game won when Joel 
Yoanghieed lifted a fly to 
right for what should have 
been the third out. But Hall 
brake in on the ball and a 
~.7-kilometre.an-hour wind 
carried it over his head for 
a game.tying triple in the 
team because of strong 
young cyclists' co~ up. 
In track events, tt w~is to 
be all sevie~s and East 
Germans .~th '"  Sergei 
Kopylov the .~w0rld 
champion in the :  i one. 
IdlomeWe and co~dered 
the fastest' n!an ~ion .two 
wheels in this' .dl~pline 
Others; In ~ ,  the 
Soviets would have .been in 
contention, th0~ilf/iithey 
lack the overall ~ of 
the United StatWriand 
Cuba. They a~ed 
stron~es in the 54~, 67-, 
and.gl-kBo weight class 
They were also exl~eCted 
to be strong infenclng, 
modern pentathlon :and 
men's volleybalL: 1 ' "  
I 
PAYAS LITTLE , ,  nd |  98  resumed before  the '. contest tonight. 
• The Toronto Blue Jays- 
. ~ (I Baltimore Orioles and 
- . Cleveland Indians-New AS $15.60 FOR A York Yankees.gamen wore "NATIONAL LBAOUB rained out .  • sut mvl,ion A's 3 Mariners Z 
• w L pot. OBL Dave Kiagmun's two-out Chlc lgo 16 11 .$93 - -  
New Vo,k ;s n .s, ~ single in' the ninth inniag- 
Montreal 1S t= .s=~ tv~ scored Rickey Henderson 
ZEE LINE BARREL PUMP.I - ' "  " " " "  
s,. Louis ~, t~ .~ =~ to give Oakland its win 
P i t t sburgh  9 16 ,360 6 over  Seattle. Kinsman's 
• West mvi,k~ third hit of the day came LOS Angeios 20 12 ,62S - -  
Sin 0r~o t~ t; .~o~ ; after Henderson stole 
.. C inc innat i  lS  14,S17 3~ s~ond, 
• A I IMt l . ,  14 14 .~0 4 
Moreland. "We were games-  Houston Astras 
fortunate. 
"You're not going to win at Montreal Expos, can. 
cinnati Reds at New York 
a lot of games playing like Mats, and San  Diego 
that." Chicago munager'J im Padres at Pittsburgh 
Pirates -- were postponed 
Fray was pleased that Hall by rain. 
had a chanee to redeem The "Cubs loaded the 
himself but said: "You bases with nobody out 
know the wind didn't just when Hall and Judy Davis 
start blowing in the ninth, singled and pitcher Greg 
He shouldn't have brekeo Minion, 1-2, fielded Larry 
In on the ball. ' Bowa's bunt and threw late 
"His hit wan a big play to third trying for the force 
Dernter, singled to give the 
victory to reliever Lee 
forceout at home before Chicago built an 8-3 lead record to.3-1.. 
Moreland, batting for Bob but the Giants went ahead It was only the Dodgers' 
9-B with four russ in the top second victory in six 
of the seVenth, two on a games while the loss was 
Smith, 3-2. single by Youngblood. • the ninth for the Cardinals 
The Giants tied it ll-U ' Davis's RBI single tied It in their last 11 games at 
with two runs off Smith in for the Cubs in the bottom home . . . . . .  ' :  
the top of the ninth on Jack of the seventh. Braves 8 Phmles 6 
Cl~k'~ sixth home run of Dodgers Z Cardinals 1 Rafael Ramirez's 
thekeason, GeneRichard's Jerry Ronss and Tom squeexe-bunt single in the 
single and' the triple by Niedenfuer combined on a seventh ~ inning pushed 
Youngblood. three-hitter and Bill across Claudoil 
Chicago had taken an il- Russell twice singled home Washington with the 
9 lead in the elgbth on Steve Sex, giving Los winning run as AUanta 
pinch-hitter Richie Heb- Angeles its triumph •over beat Philadelphia. 
ner's second homer of the St. Louis. Alter the game was held 
year and a walk to Der- Reuss, 34, making only up at the start by rain for 
nier, who stole second and his fourth start of the nearly two hours, Falcone, 
came home on Ryue season, outduelled St. 2-3, struck out eight and 
Sondberg's single. Louis right-hander'Danny walked four. John Denny, 
The Cubs scored seven Cox, 2-4, for six innin, g.s. 2-3, was the loser. 
F r k  ,,Qli  finally learns )ease, as : :"~'Y.:C a N  . - • ' • " 
Frank Viola appears to run average for Minnesota old.'leK-hondor. ,~''I~ really gdm~,~ ho~:Megledt0n'.~e~.h N~tilmkl'IS~/~. ,*~'} ,it,~ ,ln,,,(,~tho~.,, American 
have finally learned his Twins, Viola has won three feel like taking those hard of his next four at-bats, KNOCK ANGELS OUT League gangs, Detroit 
lessons in the school of 
hard  knocks but Kirby 
Puckett must think the ~-baseball mark at 3-3. And 
major leagues are easy his season ERA is down to 
pickings. 
• ,uter stragsuns throagh 
his first two big-league 
campaigns with an 11-25 
record and a 5.38 earned knocks," said the 34-year- 
games in a row to even his knecks my first two years 
1964 American League Is paying off.now." 
While Tom Brunansky 
and Tim Laudner backed 
2.54 following a four-hit 5~} Viola with home runs, 
blanidng Tuesday night of Puckett, 23, a centre 
California Angels. ' fielder, hit his way into the 
"I've had the hard record book. After 
grounding out to start the 
becoming the ninth player 
in modern major-league 
history to debut with four 
hits in a' nine-inning ame. 
The all.time record for a 
debut is five hits, but it was 
done in ~a ' 12-inniag 
American League game 
and way bankAn 1894 in the • Twins on~.alf game back. 
" - - - - - - I  
Minnesota's fifth con- Tigers downed Kansas 
seeutive" victory knocked City Royals S-2, Oaldand 
California out of first place A's n ipped .  Seattle 
in the West Division. The Mariners 3-2, Texas 
Angels, Who have dropped Rangers edged Boston Red 
"three in a row, trailed Sex 4-3 and Milwaukee 
Oakland A's by three Bred, ere and Chicago 
percentage paints, withtba White sex battled toa  3-3 
tie that was halted after 17 
* innings by the. league's I 
' a .m.  curfew and will be 
. . . .  . . , .~. . . . . . . .  : = . . . . . . .  , ,., • ,, 
r• 
o .s  ar ia greases, wu  can save rram ~o ! 
handy  Zee-Une bar re l  pumpl  
T~s s~a l  o f fer  f rom your  Gul f  Agent  
makes it a [z~ter  t ime than ever to  [~uy 
your lubricants. Youql also appr.ed,'ate 
the .conv..enmnce of having the r,ght 
lubricant on hand when you neecl iLl 
Talk to y~r Agent soon for more details. 
Offer (;xpires July 75,1984. 
HERE'S HOW TO SAVE AS MUCH 
AS $19.40 OFF A ZEE-LNE 
BARREL PUMP: 
• Now you get more than just extra value wF 
Gulf motor oils, transmls3ion fluid, gear lub~ 
ds nd You  f o $5 to: 
Zee:Une retail value up to $35.00. GULF $ 
$29.951 Ifyou buy one drum (205 litres) c 
Super Plus Motor Oil at posted commerdal 
for example, 9 discount scale reduces t~ p 
cost to JUST 515.60. 
Discount Table for Zee.Line Pump: 
Ust Price $35.00,  
BUY . . . DISCOUNT PER LITRE 
0 Utrss NIA 
40-  99 Litres ' $.03 
100- 199 Litres $.05 
200 + ' $.07 
SALE PRICE $29.95  
"Maximum discount Includes.$5.05 discovnl off lid price of $35.00 " 
See your Gulf Apnttodayl 1 ' : i ' l l ' '  " ' ': " '[ " 
Gul f  Canada Products Co. 
Kitimat Branch ~ .,, . 
i 
MAXIMUM DISCOUNT* 
' $5.05 ' 
. :.: $8.02 
, $15.00 
$19., / I0 
i , ,". ~SUflle at Oakland 
• ~ i '~°  at - - , . .o r . . .  
¢ iavt lond  at New York  H 
' : ~'L ~ ~ M M ' : i • . " " ' ~ MI l~aukN at Chicaoo N 
' : : "  ! / : '  " '  " ' , . . n~ro l t  i t  K iness CIIy N 
• , BOMOn at T Ixes  N 
, " . = , , , , ,  ~ , , ., • " , M lnnM~' l  et Cs t l~ml l  N 
• " '  , : ; ' " ' Thursday Games 
"~ M ' ' L ~ '~ " : ,i " '  • Toronto M Balt imore N 
. . . . .  ' . . . .  , . . '  * '  ,, . C i ive land at New York  N 
• ' i I I * . . . .  i "" Teses at Chlcogo N 
New York  ' " 10 17 :.370 13~ 
; OIkland wm olv,,ion , = League record for con- 
~7 td..s~ seeutive road victories et ¢a l l f i rn id~ I |  IS ".S45 .= 
~,, Minnesota'.. ~ ~v.ls .s3t .~.x~ . by 'the ,1912 Washington 
S4~'l ' l l  . . .  !~  16 414 | ": 
~'  Chlb~gO ' ; 1 . ' '~  " !2 ' ' i~  ~ '3  ' S e n a t o r s , .  
KansoS 'C l~ ; I i i¥ 17 ~A~ll .~.~Ws 
. , .  !,  Tn ia  ' : 10 19 ~15~6" ,  
Tu ' l f  S i , " ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  " PCL Oakl l ind 3 Seattlk 2" " ' ' ,~  
• DMrol t  S Kansol  ¢lfYt 2 .:, ' ' '~ 
Texas 4 Boston 3 ,. " ' 
. , - - .  o.,,,o.o,, o s tead ing  s Ml lweuk l l  3 Chicago 3 
' (~d.  17 Innings, curfew) 
Toronto, at Baltimore, I~1,, " ~ 
rain 
ClaYellmd et New York ,  ppcl., NiwHs n lv l s l0n  
r l in  W L Pet. O iL  
T iday 'a  Gamn'  Vancouver  16 13 ..S52 
Edmonton  16 15 .516 I 
Por t land  , 13 16 .d,I I  3 
S i l t  Lake 13 17 .4i4 4 
x -T l icoma 10 17 .St0 S 
Ssoth Divioin 
Tucson 10 10 .d43 - -  
x .Hawel l  19 !1 .d35 - -  
Lea VegH 17 13 .Sd? 2 
A lbuquerqul  • 14 17 .452 5~h 
Phoenix 12 18 .dO0 7 
X - -  Late game 
S in  Franc isco 11 19 .367 II 
Houston 10 18 .357 | 
Tuesday Results 
Chicago 12 Sin Frlncisco II 
Atlanta i Phllsdllphll 2 
LOQ Angeles 2 St. Louis 1 
Houston i t  Montrel lo  Ppd., 
rein 
Cincinnati at NeW York ,  p~l . ,  
t i ln  
. 'S in  Diego at Plttsbur011, ppd,, 
r l ln  
Tadey's Games 
Los Angeles at Chlc~o 
Cincinnati at Montreil N 
Atllnta at New York N 
San Frlnclsco It Plttabursh 
N r 
San Diego at St. Louis N 
Ph l l sde lph l l  at  HouMon N 
J. Thmday. ,  Games 
S in  FrlllNCt~'o ' i t  P l f la l~r~ 
Clnclr)natl, ~t MoqWeM 
At lanta i t  New York  
• S in  Diego at St. Louis 
toe  Angeles. q~t Chlca0o  
Phl lsdelpl l le  6t  Haua~n N 
: b . 
~as,cA. LsMoua 
Bast Division 
~; W L PchOEL  
Detroit , 24 4 . LT / ,e - -  
Toronto III 10 .643 J 
S l l t lmore  14 14 .500 10 
Ml lw lukea  1 |  13 .$00 10 
C leve land  I1 14 ',440 11~ 
• Soaton 13 I1 ,4141|Va 
Rangers 4 Red Sox 3 
Mary Foley's two-run 
homer in the sixth inning 
lifted Texas to victory over 
Boston behind the seven- 
hit pitching of Charlie 
Rough and Odoll Jones. 
Jones retired the Red SOx 
in order in the ninth for his 
first save, preserving the 
victory for Hough, 2-4, and 
ending the Rangers' four- 
game losing streak. It was 
only their second victory in 
13 games. 
T igers  5 Royals 2 
Alan Trammnil Jolted 
Kansas City relief ace Dan 
Qulsenberry with a grand- 
slam home run in the 
seventh inning, hiking 
Detroit's road record to 13- 
0. The Tigers, whose 24-4 
mark is the best in the 
:major leagues, are 0nay 
three victories away from 
the all-time American 
Cubs' final rally. Keith the top of the ninth." 
Moreland had the winning In other National Leagi~e 
'hit, aone-out, bases-loaded games, it was Atlanta 
single to right. Braves 8, Philadelphia 
"We should have won the Phillis 2; and Los Angeles 
game easy, but we didn't Dodgers 2 ,  St. LouiS 
play very well," said Cardinals l. Three other 
• play wild game Cub  Giants a and crazy 
~ : ';~::"~,'i:iii~/'i!i :~~i~ • ~ i :~:  "~:~ . , / ,  , : - :"  : :  , : i  i. ~.:~ ~ . . . . . .  / i~.~ i, i.:.~:: 
"Me l~w~ntt~m~0at : '  top of the ninth. . . for ue:and rm surehe's play. " .runs in the third inning, Beforeiea~'fota'pmcn- 
to hero in a'matter of Rut Hall led off the happy but -  I 'd jus tas  Gary Lavelle replaced four on Ran Cey's fifth hltterintheseveath, Reuss 
minutes after Ch/eago bottom of the ulnthwith a soon have had him catch Minion and got Bill career grand-slam, his struck out five and walked 
Cubs blew'a~ five.run lead. single that started the the ball toend the game in Bilckner to ground into a sixth homer this year. ~hree while improving his, 
%. ' "  , .  • . " . ~.~ • ,, 
~Laura Flynn (left) and Lone Henrichsen 
(right) gave dance demonstrations at the 
recent arts and crafts show. This year's 
show. Included demonstrations of dance, 
aerobic fitness, break dancing, and [u.iitsu 
as well as the traditional displays of arts and 
•crafts. 
Esposito foundation aids 
;, NHL hockey personnel 
.when Phil Esposito 
retired from profeeslunal 
hockey in January 1941, he 
found that, despite his star 
status, "no one seemed to 
give a damn." ~, . Esposltohad planned for 
years m me' rcau6nal me' tonowmg ~eptemt~r 
Hoolmy,~.Leap~toplaythg with the M~dismi~Squam 
than anyone in the history 
of• the game, except for 
Gordie Howe. But at age 
42, his hockey career was 
aver: 
members of the active 
beard, includes Bobby Orr, 
Howe, Rogle Vaohon and 
Yvon Cournoyer. 
Working in conjunction 
with the active beard is an 
ad~i . . . . . . .  : t~  kale 
up  ot ouemessmen ana 
pr~mineat, figure~, in,~the 
foundation." 
The foundation's other 
concern, the crisis 
program, assists former 
NHL personnel whohave 
s~evere financial d l f -  
fic~ties~ ~lt~t ~irf- 
volvb, pro~dding -an in. 
ter~t-fl'ee. 10a~r ¢ tO ,'help 
with. :: Chicago Black 
Hawks, Boston Bruins" and 






AB R H PCt. 
GBelI, Tor 103 15 M .3~9 
Trammll, Oat 114 211 4~ .3dS 
Lemon, Det leo 20 ~ .3~ 
Gercla, Tor,  119 ~0 42 .353 
Upshaw, Tor 94 21 3,1 .3SI 
RLaW, Chl 93 t4 3| ,344 
DAVIS, See 66 17 29 .341 
White, KC 89 IS 30,337 
Rlpken, Bit 110 26 37 .336 
Mefllngly, NY 94 7 31 .~10 
Runs hlttlld Ifl: glngman,. 
Oakland, 31; Murray, Balti- 
more, 28; Leq~an Detroit 28. 
Douglas: Boone, Callfo~nla~ 
t0; Bell, Toronto, 9; Trammelh 
Detroit, 9; Uplhaw, TormldO, t .  
Triples:, RLaw, Chicago, 4; 
Glblon, Detroit, 31 Lemon~ De. 
troll, . 3; Mosey, TOMO,  $; 
Owen, Seattle, 3; Shelby, Balti- 
more, 3; Sheridan, Kansas City, 
3. 
Hams runs: Klngman, Oak- 
land, II; Davis, Seofflo, 91 Rip- 
ken, Boltlmore, 9. 
Stolen I~llee: Butler, Cleve. 
land, 13; Glrcla, Torurd~ •t i t  
Bernalerd, Clevolend, 121 Peril, 
Californlo, 12. 
Pitching (4 dacllbna): Stleb, 
Toronto~ 5-0, 1.000, |.05; Ceudlll, 
Oakland, $.0, 1.000, 2.45; L! l l ,  
Toronto, 4-0~ t.go0, 2.581 Stew. 
~t,  Baltimore, 4.0, 1.000,.S.12; 
Morrle, Detroit, 6.1, .SSY, 1.85. 
S!rlkoouta: Blyleven, Clave- 
land, 43; MOrtr la ,  Detroit, 38; 
' Smlthsofl, Minnesota, 3~; Stleb, 
Toronto, 3Y; Wlff, California, 37. 
saves: QulSenberry, Kansas 
City, 7; Ceudlll, Oakland, d; 
Davis, Minnesota, 6; Limp, TO- 
1"01110, $. 
NATIONAL LBAGUB 
AB R H Pct. 
(~wynn, SD 10t  21 40,396 
Fruncona, Mtl 92 9 3,5.380 
Clark, SF 109 t7 39.3.~ 
Moldonado, LA 68 11 24.353 
Washngtn, Atl t05 19 36.343 
ROy, Pgh 91 15 31 .341 
McRynlds, SD ~00 19 34.340 
Ralnee, Mtl 1~ 22 36.340 
Strewbry, NY 94 14~ 31 .3S0 
Brenly, SF  10 10 23.32~ 
Durham, Chl 112 16 27 .S~ 
VHayos, Phe 76 16 25.32~ 
Rune baflld In: Carter, Men- 
troll, ~5;. Msruhail, LOS Ang- 
eles, 25; ~Schmldt, Phlladelghla 
25; McReynolde, "San Diego, 23; 
Wash~ngtoh, Atlanta~ 23. ;" 
Doubles: Franconl, Molltrllal. 
9; Carter, Montreal, 9; T~omp- . 
son, Pittsburgh, 9; Sex , '  LOS 
AngoIso, 9; Davis, Ssfi!:Fran. ' 
claco, S; Llflle, Montr.84~l~,.~.~ 
Triples: ;MCOOe, St~LSb|~/'~aP' 
Sandberg, Chlcegop: .,4; Foley, 
Clnclnnath 31 deltaS, Cincin- 
nati, 31 Sal~ueh PMIKlelphle, 
3; Wynne, Plttaurgh, 3. 
Home runt:, Marshall, Los 
Angeles;. ' 8~" Schl~ldt,/' Pll l ls- 
delphla, '81' McRaynold|, san 
D,~O, .D::,~urphy, At lanta ,  ~; 
WaahlnM0n~' 'Atlanta, . f 
Stolen bi l lS :  RoduS, Cincin- 
nati, lS; Samuel, Philadelphia, 
IS; Wiggins, Son Diego, t3; MII- 
ner, Cincinnati, 11. 
PHchlng (4 declllOal): Show, 
San Diego, &l, .433, 2.20; Pens, 
Los ~negels, 4.1, .O00, 1.94; 
Honeycutt, Los Angeles, 4"1, 
.SO0, 1.94; SOtO, Cincinnati, 4.1, 
.800~ 2./S; Smith, Mo~real, 4.1, 
' .800, 2./9. 
Strikeouts: RyeS, Houaton, 
46; Solo, Cincinnati, 25; Vet~-  
zuelo. Los Angeles, 431 Gooden, 
New York, 40. 
Saves: Gmesgo, San Diego, 
8; Surfer, St. LOUIS, 7. 
Gardens network: as a 
broadcaster on  Rangers 
games. He was also 
financially secure from 
investments made during 
his. career. 
But he hadn't counted on 
the psychological impact 
of retirement. 
"I really missed it,', he 
says. "I had a lot of trouble 
adjusting there for a while. 
"And I said to myself, 
'What about these other 
guys, guys that don' t have 
jobs  lined' up, aren,t 
New York community. It 
meets monthly and helps 
determine the directio~ of 
the foundation, based on 
the board members' areas 
of expertise. 
Finally, there is a four- 
member staff in New York 
to run the day.to-day 
business and coordinate 
all inquiries.. 
The foundation's 
programs revolve around 
Dave Tucker . and Scot 
McFadden, two registered 
psychologists who work for 
avoid bankruptcy or 'a 
grant to a player who 
requires medical treat-. 
ment not. covered under 
medical insurance, i
Of course, all the 
foundation's programs 
cost money, in steps 
Esposito, who receives no 
pay from the foundation. 
Always an outspoken 
high-profile player, the 
former centre uSes his 
reputation to : garner 
support and funding, 
• Most Of the foundation's 
financially secure,, who Murray ~th  
only played four or five or Associates, career tran- 
six years?' That'S when I :  sition consultants, based in 
started .to investigate a Toronto. ~ : . 
little and found out a lot of WILL PAY COST:. , 
thesegu~arehurting.SoI i Wben • someone alp 
said, 'I ve r . got to do proaches ~the ~undailon 
something to.help these for eareer'counsolling, 
guys."".. .. . . . .  
PROVIDES HELP 
Wha.t he did was  
and operating budget of 
$130,000 :comes f rom the 
Masters of Hockey games 
.---! exhibitions that ~it a 
establish the Phil Esponlto 
Foundation, a .non-profit 
organization that helps 
active and retired hockey 
personnel . plan , new 
careers and  deal with 
personal ahd financial 
problems; 
Based in New York, the 
foundation provides 
professional counselling 
services to . players~ 
coaches, trainers and on- 
ice officials. Its work is 
divided' into three main 
areas: career counselling, 
financial, crises a~Ll .drug 
and alcohol abuse: , ", 
It's entirely ~flepe~dent 
of the NIK, --.and for good 
reason, Espeai~o S&y~. 
It s always easier for a 
player to cop~et someone 
outside, other* than 
management, if they've 
got a problem. H you 
contact management, i 's 
like you've let your guard 
dawn. iManngement knows 
you have aprohlem." 
,Esposit~ has brought 
together top people from 
all:p~fessions togive the 
foundaflo~ l~Itlmacy: . . . .  
HE'8;PRESID.ENT. ' 
Incorp=',;ted'i! :' f in ,  
Novembe.- 1981, the 
foundation installed Sonny 
Werblin,..chairman of 
Madison Square Gardens 
Corp., as  its honorary 
chairman. As' president, 
Espeslto heads a beard 
whose members include 
former NHLers Jean 
Potvin, Gary Bergman and 
Pat Qnlen. This active 
beard meets monthly, 
either in person or by 
conference call, to set 
policy. 
An honorary beard, 
consisting of former. 
"team of former NHL stars :
against the hockey alumni 
of a city. : 
" in  the last 2½ years, 
whether he be an active• Esposlto has arranged five 
player or a retired referee, : of these exhibitions, all of 
he's sent to Tucker •and which have been held in 
:the United States: The first 
• game; in NewYerk in 1982, 
raised f~2,000, while 
subsequent benefits have• 
averaged $25,000430,000. 
.. For 1984, Esposito hopes 
to crack the Canadian 
market and lists Toronto, 
Montreal and Quebec City 
as possible sites. 
For the most part, 
Esposito says the foun- 
dation has been greeted 
with enthusiasm by hockey 
players and their agents, 
although some are skep- 
tical. 
"Athletes are very 
suspic ious people," he 
says. "And that's because 
they've been screwed over 
so many times by agents, 
lawyers, what have you, 
that they've got to be a 
little scared: 
" I  can't blame them. I 
was the same way." 
Neither the NHL 
Players' Association nor 
the NHL has taken an 
official stand on the 
foundation, and it 
therefore lacks a firm 
mandate to work with NHL 
persodnel on a unified, 
team-to-team basis. 
But ~ sooner or later, 
Esposlto says, the need for 
the foundation's programs 
becomes obvious to even 
the skeptics. 
"Maybe they're won. 
dering about it," he says, 
"But one thing they can 
never stop wo,dering 
' about end the one thing' 
that will happen to them - -  
it will happen o matter ~ 
what and no matter who - - '  
McFadden. The expenses 
of a retired player fare 
picked up by the foun- 
dation, while an  active 
player Is charged, the 
regular fee, often less than 
$1,000, altheugh Tucker 
says this is negotiable. 
The initial part ef the 
counsolhng program in. 
volves a full day ef ap- 
titude, personality and 
career-interest tearing. 
"We put them through a 
whole battery and have 
them scored, give them 
feedback in terms of what 
• the testing indicates, and 
put together a six-or seven- 
page report which focuses 
primarily on careers that 
would be called good job 
fits," says McFadden, who 
once played With the Swiss 
Olympic hockey team. 
The process gives the 
person career  focus. 
Active N I~ players, 
whose careers now 
average 5.1 years, ere 
given the oppertunity to 
' effect as smooth a tran- 
siUon as possible from one 
career to another, while 
retired players are given 
the confidence' to re.enter 
the Job market.'. 
HELP DRINKER8 
Aside from the ciweer 
counselling ' program, 
Tucker and McFadden 
also assist in drug and 
alcohol abuse cases. 
Acluiowledging that it's 
really out of their area of 
expertise, they liste~ to a 
player's problems, then 
refer him to  an ap- 
propriate institution or 
doctor, if necessary. , is that it comes to dn end,. 
Esposito e says that "They're going to be in 
without 'T~"~l~ ...... t, nd" the ,  same position as 
McFadden, "there is no everyone lse." 
' ///; !¸ I¸ • . :,:'/i •!!¸///i/. /i:: !. ,~,i :~:.•i ~ 
' NBA playoffs . . . . . .  , , " . • ' /  i 
..... minate Maver,cks LakerS eli r ' " :  " " "  ~ ' ' '  I~ " --¢ ' '  ' 
Los Angeles coach Pat 2 
Riley said the Lakers were 
"committed not to go back 
to Dallas." 
The Lakers followed 
.through on that promise 
. . . .  . ,  . . . .  / . ,  
The S~ald,  Wednesday, " ' ~ """ ;~"/ ' :  May 9, 19114, Pages  
• Tuesday night with a 116-9~ 
",yictory over Dallas Eastern semifinal.t!ed 2-2...,Tuesday, scoring nine 
:Mavericks and captured Mike McGee paced Los " P0~nts" r 
the National Basketball. Angeles with 27 points and • "I .was hurting," said 
Association Western Magic Johnson had 14 Agnlrre, who averaged 
adyantuge in  their I've never seen them play 
Eastern Conference any better." 
semifinal With/t 94,82 win The Mavericks' leading 
over New Jersey Nets. scorer, Mark Agulrre, 
New York Knicks are at suffered a bruised hip in 
Boston Celtics tonight in . the game Sunday and. 
the fifth game of their played just 14 minutes 
Conference semifinal. 
"We didn't want o face ~r 
sixth game in Dallas 
because we would be 
facing a chance of not only 
injury, but misery if they 
won back there and forced 
a seventh game," said 
Riley. 
The victory sands the 
points and 15 assists in the 
victory that .gave the' 
Lakers the series 4-1. 
Dallas coach Dick Metre 
said: "I don't think I've 
ever been prouder . Of a 
team than I was of this 
group. If anyone had told 
me at the start of the 
season that Dallas would 
30.1 points a game this 
season. "I can move 
laterally, but not too.well." 
J azz . l l8  Suns  106  
Adrian Dantley scored 46 
points, 31 in the first half, 
as  Utah' staved off 
elimination from the 
Western Conference 
semifinals. 
Dsatley scored I0 in the • 
fourth quarter,, when 
Phoenix had erased what 
once was a 23-point Jazz 
lead early in the game to 
trail by a mere five point~' 
with 2:55 left. 
The Suns got 19 points 
from Kyle Macy and 
Stanley cup finals 
Lakers into the Western play 10,p layoff games, I
Conference final against .would have told t~em 
the Utah Jazz-Phoenix they're Hars." 
Suns winner. Phoenix now ' Dallas was pl'ayrngin the  
leads that series 3-2 after NBA playoffs for the first 
the Jazz won 118-1(}6.. time in th(~ • franchise's 
In the other NBA playoff ' history. 
game Tdesday .night,• Mutts said of the 
Milwaukee BUcks took a 3- Lakers: "They're great. 
Maurice Lucas. Phoenix, 
which leeds the.best-of- 
seven semifinal series 3-2, 
returns home for the sixth 
game Thursday night. 
Dantley's effort tied the 
12th highest murk for a 
playeff game, and his 31 
points at hnlflime was two 
points short of the all.time 
playoff best. 
Bucks ~ Nets 82 
Forward Alton Lister 
scored seven of his 17 
poinis.in the fourth period. 
to help Milwaukee gain a 3- 
2 advantage in its playoff 
series. 
The sixth game in the 
best -o f - seven-game 
Eastern Conference 
somifinals~ls scheduled for 
Thursday in East 
Rutherford, N.J. A seventh 
game, if necessary, would 
be Sunday in Mffwaitkee. 
Forward . MarqUes 
Jolmso~ led the Bucks with 
22 points while Darryl 
Dawkins topped, the Nets 
with 20, 
dy xp C y Hud e e. ted to. pla . .  
. • . . ' .  2 ; 
' ' . . . .  ";:- " : ' :  ~/,~1~. : ..~ 
When defenceman:charlie Huddy :injdred hia Cup '  victory against the with ahm;d;'a~urateshot 
shoulder in the fourth Islanders who are seeking 
game of Edmonton's a rec0rd.tying fifth 
seven-game Smythe straight championshil~. 
Division final ugnlnst 
Calgary Flames on April 
16. He hasn't played since, 
missing the Oilers' fo~- 
game sweep of Minnesota 
North Stars in the Camp- 
bell Conference final. 
"Charlie's very strong 
defensively," said veteran "
blunliner Lee Fogolin. 
"When a lot of people look 
at Charlie they say he's 
very offensive minded, 
which he is, but they often 
"It's getting better every fail t0 acknowledge he i s  
day," Huddy said. also very strong defen- 
sively." 
In seven pinyoff games 
before being injured, 
Huddy had a goal and 
seven points and was plus 
13. 
As well, Huddy is one of 
the key personnel to the 
Huddy walked ~' into 
Edmonton Oilers' dressing 
room in Bloomington, 
Minn., on April 27 he was 
greeted by derisive 
eommenis about days in 
the sui~ and the  over -  
powering odor that ac- 
companied him. 
Behind the mask Of the 
. hurled barbs were sighs of 
relief from Oiler team- 
mates who looked forward Tuesday. "I have no 
to his return. They would problem with it shooting. 
easily tolerate the odor, The big thing is to wait and 
"from medieation used in see how it reacts to the 
the treatment Huddy  game, With the hitting." 
received in Eugene, Ore., Huddy said the shoulder 
. if Huddy was back in the respondedwell to a few 
lineup, good shots he took the 
from ~e point, is essential 
to the power play. 
And his awareness of 
deletes gWes his partner, 
Paul Coffey, the con- 
fidence to go to the attack 
more often. 
Huddy was the only Oiler 
with an injury of 
significance. As they head 
to Long Island today the 
Often are. as healthy as 
they were heading into 
training camp mere than 
six months ago. 
The first two games of 
the best-of-seven cham- 
pionahip will be played 
Thursday and Saturday in 
Uniondele. The series then 
moves to Edmonton for 
Games 3, 4 and, if 
necessary, 5. I t  Games 6 
and 7 are needed they. will 
be in Long Island. 
That return !s ex.pec, t.ed Oilers' rugged workouts Oilers power play which 
. to com..e ".l~uranay mgnt m during the last nine days--, was One of the top three in ' 
~e  first game. of ~e. including some apirited the league this season. 
~auonm hockey League s scrimmages The winner of the Emery 
Stanley Cup. final . in Huddy's .return to the Edge Award as the player 
unionmue, ~.x., agamst ~ lineup would be a biR with the best plus-miens 
~-~me ~cbaml]inn Nq~ ~fa~fo[  th~ Offers in lasf!s~.ason~ Huddy'~'ptlck- 
• ~?e.H~I~lafldl&s. ~ . .  m mth~]" d f~r a fie'st Stanley hah'dlin~ ~fl t t~,~PTed 





YOU' RE INVITED TO 
\COME AND LOOK 
OVER THE RNE 
ASSO MENT OF ALCAN 
BUILDING PRODUCTS 
AVAILABLE iN THIS AREA 
INCLUDING" 
hts • Wood windows • Skylig 
=Wood patio doors •Greenhouse windows 
• Steel entry eAIuminum and 
door systems vinyl siding 
FULL SIZE SAMPLES ARE ON DISPLAY! 
'" LOTS OF FREE LITERATURE AVAILABLE 
DROP IN AND SEE US 
AT  THE ALOAN TOUR Bur  - " ' -  
FHday, May 11th--9 a.m.-4:30 pJ 
Alcan Building Products 
DIVISION OF ALCAN CANADA PRODUCTS 
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HAGAR ~ the HORRIBLE 
ANIMAL CRAKER 
THAT ¥00 FIL=E~ s 
E,AY "R~I~JD"TC~ )
- -  T ' 
HA~E ~ I  
% • 
:; 1 :"iNDIVID;UAL : : By  E"~ Lg~'ff~ : • ':: 
1, \ 
by Roger Bollen 
p/i 
SHOE by Jeff MACNel ly  
' j 
BROOM-HILDA 
E'tELINER, TONER, 5LLt~HER, 
6HADOW, ROLt~E, POWDER,  ' 
~1LO~,  MA56ARA.  LIP~I"I&H... 
by  Russell Myers 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
7"ON, LIE , , ,  
by Start Lee 
eORRY w~ L~ARNEP V THE ' I IPLAN ~RKEE .~ ' i~ el CHECK, d~ARCIA, T ~XCLIJ~IvE RleH'I~ TO WHOTH~WALL-CRAWLE~ A~AZNO I I,.. IT WORKE~71 # I~.~/ AOWE /~  ~'~Ef~'~yop~,~j~ 
~iL~V~,~m~.  ~7"AGTUAI.I.Y'AN I I lr~II~P:Y~;:~ ,m,~.~mm,~. .  lille ~WCTrTA r~_~_~xP/"' 
- , Ii 
~ : . . .  
/ 
B.C ,  
o______.., 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE 





by  Lynn JOhnston 
I 
! " i 
by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
• !l' 




APt~[~ "'  
(Mar.21 toApr 19) e~4~ 
Confirm appointments, as 
mix-ups are likely. It's a poor 
time to seek credit or ask for 
personal favors. Use in, 
itiative. 
TAURUS U~'  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
An unexpected xpense cat- 
ches you off-guard. Partners 
seem burdened with pro~ 
blems. Do what you can to 
• lighten the load. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Work pressures arelbeavy 
and you need some time by 
youi'seif to catch your breath. 
Don't count on others. Rely on 
your own efforts. 
.;-(June21 to July22) 
• Responsibilities in connec. 
tion.with loved ones may in- 
terfere with ,social..ptans~ 
Restlessness makes it hard for  
.you tosit still. 
+,LEO (j~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) ~.  
There rally he some 
obstacles in your path, but 
. yo~r~determlnationto succeed 
' 1 ' '  ' ~ never been greater Meet 
" cludlenges. " . .  . 
" '(Aug. 23 taSept. 22) II1) kt~. 
• Better concentration is what 
you need now to get ahead. 
Changes affecting+ work re- 
q..u/.~e...adjustments, i  your 
uunlung. 
LIBRA . f t .  Z '~  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) - -~  
Keep on top of bills that are 
due. Sacrifices made now put 
you ahead in the long run. 
Learn to economize. 
•scomo " "1 ,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Better seek the opinion of 
close ties before making ama- 
jo r ,  "purchase. Self-  
preoccupation i terferes with 
relationship harmony. .  
SAGITrARIUS ,J~.~t~ 
(Nov.22toDec.21) ' ,~ ~,-p, 
You may be lax about fulfill- 
ing obligations. Escapist 
tendencies need to be checked. 
.ACROSS 37 "Oedipus--" 53 Track 
1 Ruckus" 35 Yellow- 
4 Spring skinned 
8Info : vegetables 
12 Jamaican .45 Samoan 
export port 
13 Met solo 46 Stand 
14 Great work.AT Cooking 
15 Nabekov need : $ Wear away 
novel 48 Gong 
16 Olympians 49 Blue-pencil 
17 Shut up 50 "--Maria" 8 Station 
18 Summer 51 Shout 9 Mime 
wear, 52 Lairs ' 10 Coloration 
perhaps, 
Zl Slngleton', : -'AVg. solution time: 25 rain. 
Pioneer ITI 1 PIMIAITICIAIRITIAI 
Carson [OIRIEIEIVIEIUISIHIEIRI 
23 -- fLqna 
26 Flower ." 
garden :~ j l I~RIUIN iC IOIR IN IE IT I  ~7 Beret 
30 Range IA ]S IS IE ITmW EIDIGIEI 
- '310neof IGIUli ITIAIRUnLIEIE ~ 
~har's  
knights 
32 Edphonium IEIMli ILIEiNIEIEiHIEINI 
35 Marry ]SIAITIEIDIEIRIRiAINITI 
34 Illuminated 
35 Candle 
35 Offspring Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
2 3 ~4 5 5 7 ~8 
12 ~ip  .~14 '  
IS ~16 ~17 
• . .  . 18 ~ "~ ": 19 
mmm" 
N" N 
= N" N 
38 39 40 41 
11 Bible book 
circuit 19 Sunup 
DOWN - : 20 Secreted 
1 Fast horse 23 Pull 
2 -- ranch 24 Dec. 2~, 
3 Shartf " e .g .  
4 -- Beach,Cal-. 25 Scarlet 
ffornla 20 Vampire 
Tea vessel 
0Famed opera 28 Honest-- 
7 ,Maid's need 29 Links goal 
31 Allied 
3Z Prepared for 
takeoff 








Up- - ' !  
39 Sword 








9 1o. 1~ 
mwm 
27 28 29 
iiii i+ iiiiiiiiiill 
~ 47 
53 , . 
CRYPTOQUIP 1-28 
VZX FONHXO NM UVOSHCXOOEXU ZSB 
J NGF CSB UXSUNG -- C IUEGXUU EU 
Be someone others can rely 
on .  : . . . .  : . . . '  " MOIEV JXU,U  . . . . .  , ~ , 
( !~:  22 to Jan. 19)' "tO" ~T~ .... ., • Yesterday's,. CryphRuip, - - .  CANINE, • .~.L~t, MEMB~M 
friendship may be tested. THOUGHT LEADERS TOO DOGMATIC.' . . . . . . . .  
Work output may be erratic. Today's Cryptequip clue: U equals S. 
e CryPt~iuip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
er uaea stands for another. If you think that X equals O; It 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, ~ort words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution. is accomplished by trial and error. 
i 






" who CONTROLS ~E RFrH WARP ~... 
1~,5 S0,C/C~p HeA1HCUff "n~ul"ogy. +
HERMAN® 
You need more relaxation to 
. become more efficient on the 
job. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
( Jan.120 to Feb. 18) 
You are asked towork over- 
time. Be flexible, as some 
engagements may be chang. 
ed. Don't jump to conclusions. 
Think things through. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Be strong enough to accept 
criticism, .especially regar- 
ding creative endeavors. 
Unexpected developments 
may upset home routine. 
YOU BORN TODAY are  
• creative and ambitious. 
You're naturally gifL-~l in the 
area of communications and 
can succeed as a public 
speaker or writer. You'z~e 
quite versatile;, but need to 
overcome a tendency to have 
your fingers in too many pi~. 
You .love an audience and 
would succeed in  show 
business. In business, you 
drawn to 
erUstng, publishing and 
sa les .  
i i  I 
p- / . . /  
o¢,anaerd  
+ / 
" d I ,ant Surprise. you 
on t have a l better 
understanding of profes- 
.monal wrestling, The 
sans are aware that, 
• even though the outcome 
is prearranged; some of 
'thepain an d-lajurles are 
..¢~1. We enjoy watching 
, me Yon Erick brothers 
crush the Freebirds. 
+ I believe professional 
• wrest~nK b ross harmful 
to tile viewers than the 
~.ash .we _see in the soaps. 
wny ao I say. that? Be- 
cause profe~inual wres- 
thug/s o dUferont from 
nios~ people's everyday 
lives, there is no tenden- 
cy to Menflfy with it. 
S peMdng strictly for 
myself, ]~ene-cnisliers + 
provide a great escave 
from the real world. 
Your narrowness sur* 
. prised me. -  J.K.C. In o. 
CltV~m In favor of escape. 
Lord knows, we all need 
a respite from the dally 
pressures. But. I wotdd 
derive little pleasure 
from, seeing the Yon 
Erlck brothers crush the 
Freebirds, and  the ,~.  
thought of" one human 
being pulverizing anoth- 
er leaves me cold. The 
pey, I believe, is my feel- 
!1~ about violence I (h~d.~. 
o 
I I I  
@ 1984 Un icorn!  P re | l  Synd ic i te  . . 
"1 l iked the  way  you  k icked that  
t i re.  Very  few o f  these young 
L ' : . I - -  ' - -a ,  J~ .~ . _  L . 
The Herald, Wednesday. Ma~, 9, 1984,' Pa~i7  
• • '  "'." : ' ~ ' ~ " :,:, ':'i :.;!:;~ A .& .• .& .  m, . _ j . _ _  : '•' ': .... ~.. ~ ~ .,..- 
. . . .  L 
Inflati0n! 
,=2: gnore it! 
of orgaulzattons but, in this case, Bm Corfield, a 
fornler president of the Raconian Clubof LondOn, 
Ont., Was referring "to the lOO-year-old club that 
~la~ns to be Canada'S oldest Htorery society. ": 
Named in honor of'famed English lawyer and 
l~ant~t  B~.  F~anc  hI ~c~,  ' the '  group has a 
membership Of about 40 prof'ess~r~, doctors,. 
businessmen a d judges who meet 13 times a year 
• to match wits ann gond-immored'insul~ With o~e 
another. • .' • . - ,  
.Albng with its fiery intellectUal~debote, the 
Ra 'c~mian Club has,another interesting tradition: 
burning the notes of the incoming prealdont's toast 
to Bacon before he can read them. ~ ~ 
Another of its moves has broad appeal,.,-- years 
ego:the dub passed a motion to ignore inflation and 
its $20 membership fee has not Inereaied'sinco. 
, ArT iSTS ;H 
luminaries as Paul Horn, CoKa 
Franca, Leon Bthb and Tom Ken" 
•havo Ln common? They wi l l  all ap- 
pear at the B.C. Festival of the Arts, 
=ading to  Penticto 
~: :~:~ .junior p"m. 0 and Thoreau dance impressat;io Constantine :'
rwes ;m me semer instrumented Darling is conducting workshops and 
category, will design a speelal production to be 
Finalists from ever 70 regional presented as part." of. the opening 
pinydowns are selected to represent ceremonies. An event available to 
in Penticten, May 15 to i9, with more their communities in Pentietan. 
than 1,700 artistS, mmiciam, actors, They.will compate with ~ the best in 
."  dancers anti, singers. ':.:.,:~.~,~.: i' : , .  ' .tireit..,disclpllne~ .taking part in 
From this area, the Terrace Little workshops and master classes. 
Theatre wm pre~t  the play A 
Latter from the ..Genera] at the 
festival, During the week-long event there 
. ~. . ., . will be: 24 plays, an exhibit of 400 
.wor~ of .~e .foll owmg artlhts~has pain,in@, s~pturea nd photos, 50 
amo~eansexectmm.nesnown:.ttco music, dance and vocal per- 
Taylor, Vi Tlmmerman, Dan Hillers,. f~manees, a crnfis fair 'featuring 
Joan Humphrey, Wendi Methoi, pottery, batik and stained giBBs, pus 
Mary Walker, of Terrace;. from 
Prince Rupert, Albertina..Steinhock; 
Kitimat, R0se.Marie Cheer . .  
The local musical, feetival group. 
going to the Pantieton festival in- 
cudes Bruce Ha]isor in the category 
intermediate speech am,  Audrey 
Feber in intermediate piano, David 
Hislop in intermediate voice, David 
live entertainment, a fibre-arts 
fashion show, and t .~e  plays by B.C. 
student playwrights. 
In the weeks leading up to festival, 
workshops have been arranged 
through Okanegan College. The 
irrepressible Gumboot'Lollipop is
offering c lowning and mime 
workshops. Martial arts and break- 
participants and public alike, is the 
percussionist Dido, an offshost~of: 
which:willbe a massed percussf6n 
performance especially arranged 
and developed for the Festival.. 
The Emily Cart Printmobile will' 
he there, so that novices and vetorans 
alike can become involved in the 
intricacies of print production. Celia 
Franca will appear at a showing of 
the NFB film Gala, and at a public 
reception afterwards. Leon Bibb'and 
Paul Horn will leoture and perform 
during the Festival and at the 
openingceremonies. 
Tom Kerr will offer private and 
public critiques as adjudicator at the 
Theatre B.C. annual drama festival 
Pantie.an is revelling in its role as 
1984's host city of the arts and the 
work is proceeding on stream. 
R bb.;  =:,000 ab planernde Dis led find computers 
Julia Miles, the wife of Bdtsin's ambassador to i g ve a Iink to the world Libya, doesn't seem to care about he whereabouts 
of: the family's pat rabbit Honeybun,' who was WINNIPEG (CP) - -  arm-load of information other tasks, the computer college. 
abandoned :in the back garden of the ,British A l l  that  attention cer ta in ly  Is exhausting. George Rochonhaso'~ had services, available to the presents the book for him Most computers are 
~ba--yinLtbya0nAptli~whenthel~ilesfamily Two t iny kittens sleep of f  the effects of, the uso of lds arms or legs disabled across the on the monitor screen, designed to be accessed 
flew home after the shooting of a British Saturday 's  4.H pet t ing  zoo, held across f rom'  for more than two years, country. He's also upgrading his through t~pewriter-style 
~lieewomunouialde the Ubyan diplomatic mission Omineca Building Supplies. Other petting zoo but he can read the paper Rochon appears h6aded mathematics ldlls so he keyboards, but fine hand 
In London. " " a t t rac t ions  appears to be keeping a close eye  by himself, write a letter In the wight dkeet!oninlds, can enter a computer movement for many 
,There has hoan so much f0ss about he. , .thing I on things, or research'any `of'~the quest o help the disabled. - programming course at disabled is an.. im- 
wish'I had. eaten it before we loft," Miles .told a subjects that interest him. Occupational therapy Red River Community possibility. However. this 
London newspaper. • He can also switch on offlcinisundthoseinvclved College in Winnipeg. can be overcome, say 
~,913TheLondanweeklytabl°idMail°nSundayspantto fly the rabbit home to Londo  mid it's R o t t  e l l  w r i t [ n g  ment.appl/ancos in his apart- in blomedleal engineering Before the computer, biomedical engineers; _~ 
coughing up 12,184 for Honeybun's 26-week . "instead of being isolated agree, Saying computers Kehee . would have Even minimal body 
• ~ may be a major, ad- required another parson to 
quarantine stay. and depending on others to vancement for the carry out the physical task movement can be har- 
The newspaper sald the rabbit wil] evantually:go wins a prize , . ,~ .  wltheveryday soverelydisabled, of transforming his nessed to the machine. 
" Art Quanbury; an to a family "chorea from thousands ofreaders Who / activities, Rochonis taldng NEED TRAINING , calculations on paper, or eleotrieial engineer at the 
wrote and telephoned to bring Honeybun bach: to advantage ofthe computer "Potentially, if they into the computer, because Rehabilitation Centre for 
England" because they feared It would end up in a . age to do lldngs for him. have the training, the he does not have the use of Children, says slight head 
Libyan coqking pat. SAN JOSe, Calif. (AP) students to produce good self. disabled can live their his arms or legs. movement, tongue 
"What e/t absolute waste of money," Miles said. --It,lackedthesimpllcity, writing by learning to" "I was.Sittln8 around lives through the com- H6 doesn't have to go to movement, even eye 
"The money should be aivan to a cldldren's charlty, the starkness, if you wiil, of recognize the bad, wondering how the hell I puter," sa id  Margaret school - -  often a tiring movement can be chart- 
not a rabbit." that classic opener, "It Since'then, it has grown . could bring the world into Hahn, header occupational effort for disabled people nelled through anumber of 
was a dark and stermy intemationally, withrottan my apartmeat," he said of therapy at the Health - -  bocanse the cemputer is "devices tailored to in- 
n ight . . . "  But Steve .writing mailed to the the period after an ae- Sciences Centre wired into the community, dividual capabilities. Yiddish .song Garm, ' s  wr i t ing 'was campus from 25 countries, cident disabled him,'"And rehabilitation hospital in for Waxman judged so bad, i twasgood, including Kenya , "New ~someone mantioned Winnipeg. 
Here is Garman in fall Zealand, Franeei West compute.." Kevin , _ .  BEDWETTER 
Television actor AI Waxman and his wife Sara cry: Germapy,. China and Three years ago he had quadriplegin for the last 13 
"The. lovely woman- throughout the United never touched a computer, of his21 years, is oneof the Wszman. a Toronto feed writer, are One popular child Kan was mercilessly States. 
weekC°Uple' judging from the tributo they recoived t h i S a t  a &~00-a-plate dinner in Toronto. chainndto theeruelpestof. Bulwer-Lytton, a 19th- ,,,,~,=w,^ -N°w'--he?ui "i'-the""'e~'u,© ~umt~, people on. Rochon's net- - "h~,  LET THEM HAVE A DRY BED 
the warrior-chisf Beastx, century author, famed for CommunlM, . . . . . . . . . . . .  work. JM  More than 1,100 expensively attired guests . .  . =u,, .~ ,,=swots, He lives ill a i Thegmole|t~ttyour2molveabecheeHormdth4m| oflh fsmlly, • with his barbarian tribe wntmg,' The Last Days of an exM=,...~_. I._ t.__ virtually n .=1 = , , - - ,o  =, . . . . . _  . . _ .o_ . ,  _ 
gathered at the event held by the'Canadlan Zedek now stacking wood at her Pompeii, inspired the  Will d~v~l~p~in% ~a~rr ~e~'~SC~e~%~:  ~,~ ~--="J~ ~.,~=.t"~,"""'.,,,..~..  ¢". "eo, o, m..=°~""d~.=.P"~'°'~=~...,.,, p,ob.__ 
HospltalFoundstiontohonortheWaranansforthelr nubile . feet, when the contest with the opening nrom'am for the disabled - - . . . '~._~y. .m~ .o,¢.~-o~o,,.,~e.,,~,o,e~eo...c,~b..~o.e.s.,~,o, o , 
• ~ ~ ~ :[ ] hroe brochure. "Sedwoiffng -- What I1'$ All About and How To End long history of charity work. strong clear/voice f the line to his book, Pau l -  ~ ~e~ homes ~molre ne obtained his /d  ~ I I ) " '  ~ w h.o m.~. ,.,0,,. No o~.,~on. 
Munching on a kosher meal that featured squab , 1~, ilc and heroic Hand- Clifford. ~ ' ,~.~;~,:;*. With .... su~rt  ; , ; t t ,~. .~ ~.p.u~,,,..,p~.~,...~~.e~ot~.~a~.d ' ~ ~ . ,  :. "Equally Effective for Adults" . 
as the main course, the guests also feasted their-: somas reared~.~:~ck Yogr,.~.~,~-'~us a !dark .. ~_~,~;~f : :~ '~" ,~.~~ .,thb: e O~ " . . . . .  " ~ ~ ,' ,'~' ',~'~ ~ M . . . . . .  ,~' r , r . , __  , 
'c0"stsr~tl/"Al'~/axinahinthe'Cl~:~i~)'~wlth'a'. ' BiB, crispest ~hick, and. _stormy night; t~,r~in f e IL .~,~Mn. . ' . . ,~ :~ '  . ... ~ ...,,,....,.,. " ' ' - '= ' " ' ' "  . . . . .  
Y y through in torrents except at pc- and .  fed,,,.=1. - . . . . . .  * . . . . . .  ; ~ ~ C l F I C  INTERNATIONAI~ LTD. 
dif, f~co ,  Cagney and Laeey. " - your°U'll feel last menL ~'' steel,,, . . . . . . .  1 casional intervals; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  when It ~un.~"'o__~.._ ~:~='..'.",:_':r~ -~. reqmalastreamulreo attenuon°! soelety:~/n£1lor even "~;!~;~I~ i " ' 555 Birch Street I Nekoosa. WI 5445 
Anything for a free meal," quipped Daly, who A"self-de.-.,,~ . . . . . . . . .  v~G=., ,.. o .~.~o,,, ~ ,, ...~,~.., .,ow .= the smallest of tasks E P~M .' P^,~N~S' N~U~ ' 
added: "No really, we're here because we love AI. . ,,, seven Winnlt~g area m- 'I h o distinguished panel of gust of wind ..... the book dividu=~o o,,a ~.=,~,,,,, . . . . .  ad to have someone • o n 
. . .- | He's themost patient, funny, talented, wonderful Judges'" offlcisd]y begins " • h.,,,~-=~-~.~'],,~'~'~'",".~'~ . nezp me all the time,", he ~l .~O ~ AOORESS 
uv.~wv~m. 4~ man,'a true professional nd a Joy to work with." p ro~ed Garman, city .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  said. I had to holler just I IA~ CITY STATE ZIP . : 
II PHONE A G E _ _  | • _He 's  also planning to for someone to turn the ~ | ® ~,c,~,c ,mo,.m,o,,,, ua. ~o~e (~o- 4.5o) |" Also at the head table were Toronto lawyer Faldle manager of Pensacola, make the computer hard- page f a book." , T.s_ 
Greenslmn, Canada Council chairman Maareen ~a.,  as theworld's worst' KASSON, Minn. (AP) - -  ware, wldeh so far has an Lv.m~..=~.~.~,~=nr.r.sD~.=~..~=.~/=.._, 
Forrester, who sang the' hational anthem, and writer Tuesday in the 1984 Here is the heroic suitor Now, among a myriad of 
comedy team Johnny Wayne and Frank 8huster, Bulwer-Lytton bad-writing riding proudly on his steed, 
whoefferedabllingnaltrlbntetotheWa.~nmans--in fiction co,test. ,is nor   ining, • wl:nNn:_ Bv 
YiddixhsudEnglish, Thejudgesworemlalaly slippar for lds lady love in : - - ' ' - - "  " S p.m, - 2 a,m. 
veteran composition hand-- even if, to the mob 
Not just for sharks teseherswho".'havereada of spectato~s heattracts, it
lot of rotten prose," said looks like a guy in a FIRST and hustlers 4 5 6 7 9 12 13 c,o,ce Englixh professor Scott gladiator suit carrying a 
PoolunedtobethesportofhusflersoalYinitfora Rice, org~/alzor, of the plastic sboe. 
.~  KOMO 4 The KING $ Taxi Mister North Grizzly Author buck. .. contest started three years But love is pleasantly =. Nt, ws Jofforlonit News Can't Rogers America Adams Author 
pO0 ' b  D :30 Can't. Win.e, Con', First eusln. Introducing Can't Con', ago at San Jose State blind,, and Jim Brandli's :a ¢On'l' Con'! COn'! News Ram. rt Biology Can't Can't It may still be that way for some I sharks ut University. "Most of it is intended kindly overlooked 
Bruce Christopher of Beilevilie, Ont., Is hoping to written in all sincerity by the rented costume and the j[~ :~ Aec sew= Nee Four M~Ne,,. "Business • FOOrn Con'! " 
News Hear Nightly Newt ~eO~Ml$ Lehror Manaoomen Local Can't change the public's image of pool aild he's being the students."" borrowed "old mare that  O ' KO~O4 ~on,, TOp Con'! 
helped by Minnesot8 Fats. ;,s s~ Sk~a Home ro le lounr le  . Con't 
Garman was among stood in for a white Can', story Journal can't Garnoner Regional Can't Christopher, a former Pentecostal minister, set 
up a Big Money Shootout against Fats last week in some 5,000 entrants in this charger as he rode up to ' 7  :~ Wheel of Natl0nal. Entertain, Entertainment Audubon Macllcal Expos Man 
Fortune G~D." Tonlgpt Tonight Lifo Anthropology Can't Woman Toronto, spandi~ ,000 to promote it, Rather than year's competition for the the Y Motel to ask her hand ~ ' Weeknlght CONe TIc TOe Love Wild CoNt' Can't end 
opening sentence to the in marriage. ;~ con,t sell t lckets-- Christopher says he could have made c~,t Dough connection Animals Can't ~nn't Child 
worst imaginable novel, "We knew we were ~h, The Reel The COtlet World Can't Con o, 
~00aheadifhewantedto--hemadetheeventun and he will be awarded a getting married, but I : .  F,tI Fell . People Fifth st at Con't Con't 
8 ~  Guy GUy , Can't Estate War War Con't Con'! invitation-only affair, part of his plan to "liquidate personal computer and never expected him to go con,t ~on t co .  con,t con,! con'! c 0, can't 
the bad image which has hurt the sport." word processor to practise that far;,  Robbin Dokken 
But. the plan went awry when Fats became.ill, his prose, said Saturday, after ~ :~ o~nasty st. The Three',= Flexible Cinema Le The 
con't E l~wMre  Facfs Company Roodlng Aporeclatlon Telelournal Challenge 
Undaunted, Christopher plans to stage a rematch The first contest in 1982 Brandli ventured onto a ~ ~ Can't Can't Lifo Up Erlkson Beyond Communlquer Can't Oct. 22. Fats, born Rudolph Wanderone Jr. 71 years was  held at the university horse for the first time to • con,! con,! of $~eplng Arthur and A Can't 
ago, has promised to be there, • as a for Rice's make his proposal. Hotel St. The A Walk Wildlife Rafters Can't 10= "°' way __  :Is con,t cqn,t Elsewhere National Thr~gh the on One d°une Pays Can't qul:a:o's q tip dues- -ne"  ,., Con't Con°t The .Centur ,  Africa Clnems Con't Canadians I ' C~ ' t .C0~1. 't C011 °t Jourmd el|| Moyer$ , l ip Lex ,11'1' 
JL 1111 ,oMo, c,v. .w,  . , . o ,  . , . , ,  ,~ . , . . , ,  vo, .  co.,, , . :IS Newit Newt News Finpl Can't Etelsn! Can't 
ABC Hour .. The Three't Can't Ferme$ Whl!e 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The chairman of there is an indication Canadians "are full public airing of the issues in. m.= Flnitl / Tonlght Company .Con°t d0 DOg 
he Canadian Radio-televtsien and not satisfied with the programming valved will take place bofore any • ~ Eyo The Show BsroQ~ Latenlght I'lnterlour C0n°t 
?elecommanieatinns Commisslon they now have" and that the cbm- changes. I L :IS on Hollywood ha, O ~on't Mlller 
5hOW .Litto ' Coil'S Con°t 0ok greatpalns Tuesday to support mission wants to ensure they are. Meantime, he said, " ex i s t~ :::- ~,turn I NI~! wl,h Con'tAmerl¢e ~on'tCon't 
~xisting Canadian content quotas for Last week, Bureau Bald in an in- Canadian content qmtas  will apply m, c,~-~ 
elevision, torview that the • eommisolon ~is and there wlll be no backing off by I :I~ Y~lln! SI0~P$ Do¥1d CO'; SPorts Loffermon Movie Center 
• KOMO 4 Coffin Can't Never Con East End BUt/UI~e . , -  _ - . . . .  - "willing tol, i'eeqasider everything" the commission on the issues. " . ;~ News Wolton$ Can'! a KIIIir Hu!!le 
ommi~lon's intent to review the involved In the ~'ay the eomminsiun • Communications Minister Frani;in 
~hole issue with broadcasters and regulates bow Canadian content is Fox last week said he would not THUiiSDAY ' vR  .1~ Pn 
,rndueerstosoeffapublicheeringis produced and presented, includin8 a support a reduetinn of Canadian - zm.  - .m. 
,ecessary to revise the quotss, . reduction In the quotas if an up- ~ontent quotae for televislun, which 
~'tieulerly in the face of increased proaeh to high-quality programming now range up to 60 par cenL The m MornlngG°°d ' C=n~dit T6e..y Fllm Fill N~rn,n. ~r. Wlzard'| 
8 :~ A,~,  J lmmy . Nr,~1 World hoicos for viewers and more is considered best by those involved, Canadian Conference of the Arts also Amlrlc| con'! r, tWwNewt Sw~101rt Mlst|r Inspector 
amputation for their time. He told the communicatioos and epposes any eroding of content con', c,=,t con,, ,~ .o~,, o~,e, 
Bureau told a Commons comm/ttce eu]ture committee Tuesday that a qtmtaa. A 29.Minute Kmreon'$ ~ 14.ntley f,~mme ' F*blet o! th~ Thund#r 
• N = Workoot YOg$ Complny Street Street 
i4d$ The Edge Wll l t ' l  Can't Can't Con't Story ,~ouvement Llghtnlng 
G. Forolt and 
M Nlght Cooking ¢O~'t Frllncil~, Con't book Tours C0n'! 
Gap,,, narrowinge  Policeo= ,=11,u o. ~- auto . o .n .  . i . i t lO l l  con,t ~Ar .  s to r l . . , . .41  Anlmagerle Con'! Can't Can't cow's Onmmp Up Close I t  War T~e.Titml~ur Come 
, " *~' Flmlly Elegitnt Hot Seg~lmit Self inc. Voyage LO Point Back 
• ' ( ~ :15. Feud A l~ l te  Potato Street Art Ch~t Can't OU FemFnlr to tho TORONTO (CP'Y -- Tie : dieate cons,mecs ar~,~ n0W, he, t :.: Ryln'$ Guest Se.rch for Con9 A .  Expre. Bu | ln l~  OeUN En!Imts $ & O|mo 
5etwean ::; p~ces -paying o.nly 8~= ~p~/.ic~t • HO~e Tomorrow co,'! H,mitn Monogsmen! e~ Afrlq.e Jimmy 
'~adinns pay ]0r:?hew,, more~ tar  !~a, :~orm 1=11:== ' "  .~  Dit¥| All Whyl, Parlel-Mol Avlt de D~afl ;orth American edrs and AmeriCan' eer . '  ,' ' : | ,  My Nows of ~y ~, W0rtd? SalU! Rechorcho Jimmy 
~hat - they  pay for At least part of the c~,~,.. H~r  Our Chl,dcen Rebolno World But,nq~t AI,o DeJn 
Con't ~ ' t  L i ra  Cm't R|lnb~v Summll Bou Middle 
apanese imports is reason is that more ears Q. What do I need to safely tow my utility trailer? s<,..=, c.,=r'$ e~ ~,~ 
arrowi~ substantially as that once were imported followingA:' Accordingis required:t°the Motor Vehicle Act the I i= loOmLlht f.,~m'!Wm'IdAn°thlr f.o~'!W°¢IdAnether IakeN~¢e¢ Glve =¢Izoo, Z .T.k,zoo SuperCb°lce ¢on'tAu Con'tCra=y 
apan's .auto industry are now being built in :,. u.  
onllnues to move its cars  North America, including 1) The trailer mat  be equipped with a safety c~., C~t'! = I),1 the Level Macketlng Jo~r Con'! 
p the price scale. . the Renault Alllenee and chain or cable that is of equal slreegth to the hitch, ~ re,rural C,~r~.; The Welt w.h /~,t!n~ Mare ,, Can't 
.Last year, the average Encore, the Voikswejen 2) Trailer must be equipped wlth llconee and in" L :a;|S Cof,'!HON~IHt! Co~'!Hmt~l!ll GamitM°!¢h ooYlnlt for Shelf Macllca|C°fl't ClrtemaJ°er God0etlnt°ect°r 
ales price of a North Rabbit and the HOnda suranee " " ~ 145 . Ca'! Cows fen'! Yoersel! BJJo~ AnthroPology Le Can't 
~noriean ear in Canada Inelunion of these 3) : Trailer must be equlpped with brakes if the I~  Wom.n The Dreitkitwrf 1"t~ Can't Can't Grand Can't " -- 
trailer weight is in exeees of 1400 kilos or more than :m . != Don Con'! Ye~n, Can't Can't Recre COn'! 
i=  Woman Hsrron Con'! ind tho Yon Cln GO to Can't Can't ~as '15.I per cent higher modestly priced cars in ~0percentoftheweightoftbetowingvehicle co.,, she. c~,! n. , . .  c~ 
~an the average price of a North American totals s.!, ¢on°t Lone • - | _ _  
apsuese car, figures from tends to depress the size of 4) Mirrors required on towing vehicle .=4[ Llve Fro,sty l~e~le's Smur!s SeMnw Guten T$9 Beb,no 
antis.iCe Canada show. the average North 5) Trailer must be equipped with both 'tail lights ~ ':.= ,t 4 ll!Imd :Oars con'! Street WIe OehtS Can't ~¢OuadeW01f 
, Can't Can't Now~q)e and Day Can't Reed Along Traboul#bon Can't :arty 1984 statistlcs in- A~r~erican car transaction, and brakelights, = ;~ con,! co~,t co,f! at It Tlme ~.on't Write On Con'! 
, i 
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assistance with household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
hand icapped,  con. 
valescents, chronically IIh 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 




I~ducatlon Ass'n. Is 
~:mcerned with upholding 
f~e right to life of the 
~nnocent from conception to 
riatural death. Active and 
support ing members 
W.'elcome. Phone Roherta 
~5-7749 or Mark at 635-.r~141. 
(ppd-301une-84.) 
(~ANADIAN PARENTS for 
~rench (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
~ery month at 8:00 p.m. at 
ISle Kill K'Shen stetfroom. 
For more Information call 
F,,athy at 635.2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppdS-29iune) 
I~SAN HOUSE Is 
available to women and 
(;hildren who have-been 
.l~yslcally or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 63S. 
6~147. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
Services Services Services . Services 
I 
. THE TERRACE I=oster FOOD FOR THOUGHT UNEMPLOYMENT INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Parents Association meets Soup Kitchen- We provide ACTION CENTRE " We meets .every Tuesday at. 
the fourth Tuesday of each free soup to those in need; are a non-government 6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
mbnth at " Northwest this service is provided by agency that provides advice Health' Unit: For In.. 
CommunltyCollege. Weare volunteers who are and counselling, to the formation call Jcanne 635. 
a support group for foster unemployed. Donations of unemployed. Our services 7742 or Kathy'638.0,19T. 
parents. If you would:like to food and money are needed are free. If you need hejp ' . (ppd~,~31aug) 
talk to us please call Bey to maintain this ~mrvlce. w i th  Unemployment 
635.3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 3,112Spa~sAve.' Insurance problems or PROGRAMME. CADRE.," 
Trean 635.2865. " ' 10am -41~ Human Resources give l/s a FRANCOIS Le Mlnistore 
(pp3-1une2984) . 631.1404 call. do L'Educatlon offre aux 
[ppd2-3gm~r84)" ,4721 Lazelle, 
": " - Rm. 200 
(Back of TIIIIcum Theatre) 
T E R RACE WOMEN'S 635.4631 
RESOURCE CENTRE (ppd2-30mar84) 
Drop-In centre; support "" " 
BAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7:|0pro 638-1362. 
(ppd.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a family 
orientated .group, with 
family and adult ectlvitln. 
We.ere a locel.:lupp0rt 
group; offering h'lendshlp; 
companlomhlp and help If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come end 
loin us the One Parent 
Famllles Assoclatlon of 
Canada. For . Information 
phone Bea 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G'2BS. 
(ppd-13ju184) 
PARENT'S.I N.CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to change 
deshructlve patterns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
line . 635.5566 or wrlto to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppd4-201une) 
sorvlce for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending I brary; J~kstore, 
¢ouns.el l lng; support  
groups. 
4543 Park Avenue; 
open 12.4 p.m. weekdays 
631-0328 
(ppd-7mo-30Mar'84) 
Ai~ANON ' ME!~TINGS 
Monday at Mills '/~en~orlal. 
Hospl.tah at 6pro Phone 
Isobe1635-9359 or Gloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. In the •Hospital Pysch 
Unit there Is a movie on 
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. Tengers : ..,, 
CLASSIFIEDRATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less ag.0o Per insertion, Over 20 
words S cents Der WOrd. 3 or more consecutive 
insertions |1.SO I)er insertion 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad ha l  0sen set. 
, CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second Insertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only ONe incorrect 
ad. 
BOX RUMIIERS 
$1.00 pickup . 
Is.g0 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFI'eO.RATE 
32 cents per agate line. M in imum charge SS.O0 
per insertion. . 
LEGAL • POLITICAL I~ld TRANSIENT AD. 
VeRTIStNG 
37 cents per line. 
eUSINESS PERSONALS 
SO.00 per l ine per month. On a minimum four 
month basis. 
'COMING I~/ INTS . 
For Non.Profit Organlzaflons. Maximum 5 days 
insertion prior to event for no charge. Must be as 
,words or leSS, typed, and submitted to 0ur office. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn tWO days prior to publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
t 1:00 8.m. on day previous to day of publication 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
than BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of El.00 on all N.S.F. chedues. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
No charge provided news submitted within one 
month. 
BOa aft,  Terrace, l .C.  Home Delivery 







Car0 0f Thanks ' 6,00 
In Memorium 6,00 
~3ver 60 words, 5 cents each additional word. " 
PHONE 635'6357 -- Classified Advar~tlSlnB 
Degartment. 
SUISCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October l ,  tlq0 
Single COpy 2~ 
By Carrier mfh. |3.50 
By Carrier year ~.00 
By Mail  3 mths. 2S,00 
By Mail  6 mfRs. 3S.00 
By Mall  1 yr.  ~ ,~0 
Senior Ciflsen 1 yr.  30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr.  65.00 
The Herald reserves the r ight to classify ads  
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page locofion. 
The Herald reserves the r ight t0 revise, edit, 
classify or reject any adverttsemont and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sore 
paid for the advertisement and box rental• 
Box replies on **Hold" instructions not picked Up 
within 1O days of expiry of an advertisement will  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send orig(nals of documents to 
avoid 10SS. A l l  claims Of errors in advo~lslments 
must be received by the publisher wlfhin 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It IS agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish an' advertisement or in the 
event of an error appearing i~ the o"vcrt;s~menl 
6~ pUOllShed shall be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space OcCUpied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability" to any extent greater' 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human RIghts Act which pmhiblt  s any 
advertising that discriminates against any 
person because Of his race. religion, sel~. color. 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age is between 44 and 65 years, 
unless the condition IS lustlfied by i bona fide 
[ .eqQlrement for the work involved. 
TERRACE 
KITIMAT de 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad 
• . . . . . .  . . . .  . , . . .  , . .  , .  , .  , . . , . . . , . ,  . . . . . ,1 . . , . .~ . , , . ,  ~ .1  ~,~. .~.  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No .  of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classlf, lcation ................................... Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: i t9 20 words or 
,ess: ... per day . OA ILY  HE RAL D 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
S6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
$7.50 for five consecutive days' VaG 2M7 
A.A. MEETINGS 




Tuesday "-- 8: 30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday -- 6:30 P.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday--6:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospltal Psych Unlt 
Frlday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday --8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 













f :i~ - ~4530 Lakelse Ave. 































JUDO CLUBS For lunlor 7. 
14 years. Ju-'Jltsu for adult. 
For more Information call 
635-9316 and 635-9556. 
(p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON- 
SERVATIVE Association ot 
|keens. Information 
Memberships. Phone 636. 
1206. 
(IM-31a.ug84) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking o f  an 
' abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
TIIIIcum.Bulldlng 4721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office ~ 
hours Man. to FrL from 9am 
11o 11am Saturday 9am to 
1pro Phone 635.3907 anytime 
(ppd.iune84) 
SEXUAL' ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 636-4043 A 24hr. line 
for support and Intormatlon 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
N0.2-3~8 Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon.Frl. 
(ppd-aorl130.84i 
19 ' Help 
Events Obituorles Wonted 
I~q " I IIIIII I I 
NATIONALfi:~ARTS FUNERAL SERVICES for 
CENTRE O; :chest ra  the ' la te  ROBERT 
appears Sat'Ma,; 12 8 F, REDRICK BATES. will 
0m' ;  a t  ~I~M" '1'~,' take place Wednesday, 
:l;h~ati'~' =,;,~;;'~m ~, :  May 9, 1984 l~t 2:00 p.m.. 
-. -" - - - .=E . , , , ,  ].," fr c l -  ~"" ;~' ,  . . . . . .  ' "  om MacKay s Funeral 
,, u~_~,s ]~0ss!nl~i;~.°zar~' :hopeJ, 4626 Davis Ave. 
°cna~.er;:.:. Me~ae!ss9 nn, ArnoldPeters and Ern le  
umam aavan~:e, itlckets Whltaker w)il be of. 
C.arter:.s.,;~Jewellers, f lc lat lng.  Cremation to 
bKoana Mail $8 student, follow ',in Prince George. 
Francophones de Terrace. seniors, 610 adults. Ffowe~; will be accepted 
un education en Francals. 
Pour Informatloni J .Y .  
Paul 635.9527 L. Tremblay 
63S-4832. 
(pl-41un) 
or donatlo~s could be made 
THE TERRAce L l t t le  to the charlty of your 
Theatre Will present a cholce. 
special encore per. 
formance o f  It:|*:award. MacKay's  Funeral 
Services Is In charge of the 
arrangements. '
(accl.9may) 
• winning play "A',Leftor 
fromthe General" at 8:30. 
2 Coming ' p.m.'onMayllat.the Little 
Theatre, 3625 Ka|um St., LINDA LOU PRINGLE, Events Terrace. It's your "last 
chance to see this play passed away In Mil ls 
before It goes to, Pentlcton Memorial Hospital May 6, 
THE TERRACE Figure as the entrant for the 1984 at the ageof 33 years. 
Skating Club w i l l  be Skeena region in the B.C; Llnda Is survived by her 
holding Its Annual General Festival o f  the A);te. husband; David, 1 
Meeting on May 28th at Tickets are 65.00 and are daughter; Brandh 1 son; 
7:30pm In the Skeena available from cast Ryan, 4 brothers and 1 
Health Unit Auditorium. members and at the door. sister. 
Election of officers will (nc-11may) Memorial Services will 
be held Thursday, May 10, 
take place. All Interested DISTRICT 1984 at 2:00 p.m. from the 
In this club are urged to AGRICULTURIST, All iance Church In 
attend. Terrace. Pastor Roy 
(nc.28may) Graham Johnstone will be Taylor will be officiating. 
Informing horse owners on Cremation to follow In 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT the recent outbreak of Prince George. In lieu of 
CENTRE garage & bake swamp fever In the Klsplox 
sale. Sat. May 12 10am. Valley on~ Wed. May" '9 . flowers the famllyrequest 
that donatlons could be 
2pm. For plckup of 8pm at the- Caledonia made to the Cancer 
donations call 635.9528 or. Lecture Theatre. If you Foundatlon, c-o Jean 
drop at the Centre. Frl. own a horse please cornel Lalng, 3227 Kalum Street, 
May 11 from 6pm-0pm. (nc.9may) Terrace, B.C. VaG 2N2. 
(ncS-11mey) MacKay's  ,Funeral 
THE TERRACE & SECOND ANNUAL Services is In charge of 
DISTRICT Arts Council GARAGE sale: Knox 
and the florthwes) Singers United Church. Sat. May 12 arrangements. 
present the U.B.C. 10am-2pm 4907 Lazelle (accl-9may) 
• Ave. Furniture, windows, - , , 
Chamber Singers on misc. Items, housewares 9 CGfd  o f  
, Friday, 11th May at the and large assortments of 
REM Lee Theatre at bedding. Th~nks 
7:30pro Tickets at the door. 
(nc;11may) (nc-11may) 
TO: MILLS ME/~ORIAL 
CENTENNIAL TERRACE FOLK.  HOSPITAL STAFF The 
CHRISTIAN school an. FESTIVAL organizers Prlngle Family would like 
j ~dce~ that KJnderg~art~n,. need..volunteersL :We~.are~ t?:~a~k the ,staffat Mills 
~ ~ ~a '~ I ~ ' ~ * ~  " ~ S ~  lC '~ Memorlel Hospital for all 
being accepted tor chlldrons .events,. arts,& of their kind and attentive 
children of parents In- crafts, local and In. support that was given to 
terested In Christian ternatlonal food booths, them through this difficult --Grade 12 or eclulvelent. 
education. Chlldron must workshops ahd more. A time. It is through the --College level typing SO 
be five years old by meeting will be held on warmth and un. w.p.m. 
December 31, 1984. Birth Thursday May 107:30p.m. derstandlngof frlendsthat --Telex and computer 
certlflcetes are required. Come out and help make our strength was abided, terminal operation. 
(nc.llmay) our fourth annual festival a To these many supportive --2 years library or office 
• successl friends we would like to experience desirable. 
THE SMITHERS Christian convey our sincere thanks 
School Choir and band will (nc3.10may) " and appreciation. 
be performing at the !. ThePrlngleFomlly 
Christian reformed Church 3 (accl.gmay) 
(corner Spark~; end Notices 
Straume) 'May 29 at ~ '  ,,i~12 Scale 7:30p . Everyone Is i , , Goroge 
welcome, to attend.- 
(nc-11may) , 
. '. .. 
DANCE REVUE04 9th G IANT•  GARAGE 
annual performance by SALE-- Furniture, a lot 
The Vlck l  Parvlalnen • 
A NORTHERN 
INTERIOR SAWMILL 
requires a Head 
Planerman, with at 
.least 10 years "ex- 
per'fence In main. 
tenance of hlgh speed 
planers. 
D.utles will Include: 
training and supervision 
of shift planerman and 
superv is ing  the 
maintenance of 2 
planers. 
Salary In the $35,000 to 
$40,000 range, depen- 
dlng on experlence. 
Reply to Box 1486 c-o 
Terrace.Kltlmet Dally 
Herald, Box 399, 






Approx. 850 potential 
employers listed across 
Canada. Details, In. 
tormatlon etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em.  
ployment Service, Box 




ASSISTANT I I 
Northwest Community 
Col lege Learning Resource 
Centre is seeking q0ellfled 
applications for the 
posltlon of full.time cir- 
culation clerk, com. 
menclng June 1, 1984. 
DUTIES INCLUDE: 
--Charges and discharges 




--Handles general In-  
formation queries. 
--Maintains stacks. 
--General ..office: typLeg. ,, 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Dance Studenti. May 25th Provinceof 
at 8pm at REM Lee BritlshColumbla 
Theatre. Tickets available Ministry of 
from the students and Transportation 
Sight and Sound or phone and Highways 
635.2142 and 635-2421. " PRINCE RUPERT 
Prices are adults $4, HIGHWAYS 
students over 12 S3, DISTRICT 
children and senior PUBLIC NOTICE 
citizens S2. Donations LOAD 
from the proceeds go to the RESTRICTIONS 
REM Lee Theatre Fund. Effective 12:01 a.m. 
Come and enloy an Monday May 7th, 1984 and 
evening of entertainment 
for the whole family. 
(nc-11may) 
TERRACE H IK ING 
CLUB-- Hike, Sunday May 
13 Meet at the library at 
• 9am, at the library. We 
shall be going to Maroon 
Creek; level Is moderate. 
Bring a lunch, rain and sun 
gear, a camera and a Violators 'of  the 
friend. No dogs please, regulations and restrlc. 
Phone Vicki for further 
Information 635.2935. 
(nc3-11may) 
APPEARING at the  
Terrace Alliance Church. 
The Brlercrest Bible 
College Senior Chorale will 
o f  kitchen goodies, 
wiring, baby buggies, 
bikes & many many 
• morel Sa h May 121h. 








TOTAL BUSINESS SER. until further notice, High- 
way 37 from Mezladln VICES 24 hr. Answering 
Junction to DeltalcCreek ,Service, Typing, Paging, . 
Is limited to Legal Ax le  PhotocgPylng Alarm 
Loading as set by the 
"Regulations Pursuant to 
the Commercial Transport 
Act." 
FILTER QUEEN All term overload per; 
mlts are Invalid for the Sales&Service 
duration of this restr!ction. Phone 
The salary Is $1,561.month. 
Application deadline Is 
May 16, 1984. 








tlens will be prosecuted. 
Appropriate percentages 
of the tolerance provided 
In Subsectlen 7.06 (2) of the 
Regulations Pursuant t0 
the Commercial Transport 
Actare applicable. 
Further restrictions may 
be presenting an Onward ' be Imposedon short notice. 
Vision Jubilee Choir D.S. Cunllfte 
Concert. Come on Thurs. A .D ls t r . l c t  H ighways  
May  10. 7:30 p.m. for a ManageP ~ 
night of gospel music and for: 
college information. Minister of  Transpertotlon 
(nc.10may) and Highways 
Dated: May 4, 1984 
TE  RRAC E ART At: Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Association picture loan (acc3.11may) 
will be held Wednesday 
May 16th from 7.gpm. In q 




IS Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle, 
Friday, May 1S at 2pm. 
Terrace Co-op. Proceeds to 
PLEASE SUPPORT ,, the Canadian Cancer 




"A"  TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
NO lobs to small, all lobs 
considered. Very 
reasonable rates. Phonq 
638.1762. 
(p20-30may 
monitoring. 3238 Kalum St. !.. 
Phone 638-8195. 23 
(accT-mar-tfn) Services 
I F INISHING CAR. 
PENTRY Renovations 
& additions. Jour. 
neyman carpenter. 
Rate $12.00 per hour. 








CHARTERED AC.  • 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
bankruptcy, receiver,  
I lqu ldetor .  209.4650 
COUNTRY 
TREASURES 
Art & Crafts 
Drop i, and see our Lazelle Ave., P.O, Box 
Wonted 
e 
858, Terrace, B.C. V6G selection of Mothers Day 
4R2., 638.~)361, 635.5702. gift suggestions. Hand knit 
., ~(p20.28may) ~ summer sweaters, pat. 
. . . . . . . .  ...... chw0rk cushions, writ ing 
III , , I I paper and ~cards. 
19 Help ~,4 ~",e Ave. (w) 
Terrace 
Hours: Tues to Sat. 
I1am.4pm 
EARN I MONEY the (p4-11may) 
Rebecca"Fuller Brukh'63S.3328.way Phone COMPtJTER CLASSES for 
kids. Classes" start May 
28th and 29th. Logo, 
beginner, Intermediate, 
advanced end graphics 
courses. Available $25.00 
per class. Call Al's Com. 
puter Services 635.3630, 
(nc10-14may) 
I T 
MR. CYRIL RENNE'? Is (pi.11may) 
pie eNd to announce the ; 
engagement of his UNEMPLOYED 
daugh.tor Sherry Mae Teacher ,  cert i f ied In  
Renney to Lawrence B.C.? Phone 635.4659, 
Lopushlnsky. 3:30.4:30. 
(l~.11may) (pl0.gmay) 
! J l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  :=- - . :~ : : ,~- :  ::.=.:L-.--.:::r.,.,-,~-. ::.-_ " - : : :  ...... :,:~::~::~,':.'~.~':.=~w~x~.,,... I 
33:~For: Scde 
n 
PLYWOOD. 35 sheets of 
new ~ exterior sheathing. 
sn per sheet. Phone 638.. 
1529. 
(pS.14may) 
lSpeClallzllng In freshl 
i Prawps; lnseason: cod, l
octopuS,, snails, llve I
crab, halibut and I 
shrimp. "i928" Bobslen I 
cres.: . . . . .  ': ' I 
• ...... (p20-9may) I 
LUMBER FOR SALE'-- 
1 llft 2x10x18 
2 llfts~2xBx6 
I rift 2xBx12 
I llft 2x, lx6 
30 poe; 2x4x12 
10 pce. 2x10x12 







WANTED-- Frldge and 
,;fove :in good condition, 





FOR SALE--20' AlumS, 
Steel riverboat with 
cabin, 403 Olds 12" 
Jaccuzl and trailer. 




Flbreglass Over styrafcam 
and wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamilton Jet and 350 




43 For Rent 
•misc. 
FOR RENT- -  Cement 
forms. Call 638-1396. 
• (sff~ 
47,  Suites 
. fa t  Rent  
2 BEDROOM basement 
suite for rent. Frldge and 
stove. Close t0 school and 
town. Phone 635.7456. 
(pS.11may) 
ONE & TW0 BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Call 
manager any time for .. 





" UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
'1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
L I, , =m=m 
47 Suites 50  Homes 58 Trucks & .... 
for  Rent . . . . . . .  * for Sale Veins 
i i  
J l  I I I "  
ONE BEDROOM for 4 BEDROOM house In 19113 DATSUN King Cab 
gentleman with kitchen Horseshoe area. Large 4x4,£specd. Low mileage. 
facllfles. Phone 635.5893. sundeck, garage, large rec Excellent condition. Will 
(p4.11may) room; Interested party Consider car or truck es 
only. Price $81,500" Firm." part payment. Asking 
SMALL 2 bedroom apt. ,In 635.3449. $7900 635.4246. 
i .Thornhlll. Self.containS1, (p10.24may) (p4.15may) 
F'rldge and stove Ideal for 
single or couple Phone 635. 5 YEAR OLD 3 level split. REPOSSESSION FOR 
3166. View at 3727 River Asking $62,900. Phone 635. SALE 
Drive. 7530 after 5pm. No agents. 1974 International 
(p4.11may) (p3.nmaypS.18msy) Dump. Truck Contact 
ONE BEDROOM & C.I.B.C. In Kltlmat, 632- 
bache lor  su i tes .  2168. Highest or any bid 
Available Immediately. "52 Propert,9 not necessarily ac- 
Frldge& stove Included. for Scde cepfed. 
Sauna & recreation (e¢c10.16may) 
room. 635.9023 or 635- 
5189 to view. , FOR SALE--Six acres of 
, (p20:23may0 lend. Creek running 59  mobile 
BASEMENT: SUITE-- through the middle. The Homes 
bedroom phone 638.1346. frontage Is cleared. 
) (pS-15may) Asking $40,000. Call 635- 
1 ' 7585. 
48 ~'•'~ ' Homes (plo.9may) 2 BEDROOM mobile home • for rent. Located In 
for Rent '70'x120' LOT on An.l Terrace. Reasonable rent. 
dorsdn. Price $22,000. I Phone 627-7171. Available 
3 BEDROOM house in Includes labour for Immediately. 
town. Frldge, stove, foundatlo'n, buyers (pS-15may) 
washer and dryer. No pets. choice. Phone Coxford FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa 
References required. Also Construction 635.4595. Vista/ 3 bedroom with 
2 bedroom trailer. N0 pets. (p6.11ma~/l ioey shack. Washer, 
References required, dryer, frldge, stove, 
Phone 638:1366. ' ~ dishwasher and mlcro- 
(p10-24may) 54  0us ines8  wave built.in. Phone 638. 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to Propeft~ 8364 asking $19,000.- 
shopping centres and I (p20.15may) 
schools. Phone Terrace 8'x!2' JOEY SHACK, 
Manor 638.8417. FOR RENT~ 5,000 sq. Insulated,  w i red ,  
(p20.21may) ft. retail store. Locate~ eavestrough, two doors, 
FOR RENT---3 bedroom corner of Lakelse & windows. Asking S700. 
home In Horseshoe Area. Emerson - best show Phone 635.2691. 
Fireplace, large yard, gas (p10.11may) 
heat. Ref'erences required, windows In town • for 
Immediate occupancy., further Information KNIGHT MOBILE HOME." 
$650per month. Phone 635~ ph()ne 635-5333 during Large 1 bedroom, skirted, 
9649. business hoiJrs, with ioey shack, furnished. 
(p6.0,9,1O,14,15,16may) (acc4.aprll.ffn) $10,500. Phone 635-3239. 
• " ' • (p10-14may) 
FOR RENT- -3  bedroom 
upper duplex, 1100 sq. ft. PRIME RETAIL or 
frldge and stove Included. office space on 3rd Avo., 68  
Carport. One block from Prince Rupert . 1500 LegGI 
Westend Store. Available square feet. good tern~ 
June 1st. $450 per month. 
Plus deposit.. No pets. • fixtures optional d , . 
Phone 635.2643. loading area and alle 
(pS-14mayl access. Phone 627.8& NOTICE TO : 
or 624-4746. CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
,, (p10.11may) MURPHY: Josiah D., late 
50 Homes of c-o Skeenavlew Ledge, 
4011 Sparks St., Terrace, for S~le ' B.C. 
~, 55. Business Creditors and others 
2 BEDROOM log house, , Opp°r tun! t9  saidhavingestateClaims~ areagainStherebythe 
'1200"'sq:' fti;on 'i.~'alfi'~t0o0 ~ .... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; '" ~' , • . ....... ,,v .~,,.,. ~,:¢ 
ujJgta'l?~ 'rd'To~ O~'e-'tBF~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ requiY£dto~nd}hiem'dU~lx"' 
ai:re scdnlC rlver'vlew'l()t. ~, ''~ " '1 verified to  tl~e Publ  ~: 
BUSINESS FOR Trustee, .800' Hornby 
$69,000 635.4868 or 638-0678 SALE-- Established 'Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
Phone after lpm to view. 
(p11.15may) ianltor la l  business VBZ 2E5 before June 8, 
presently grossing 1984, after which date the 
I S99,S00 Sl0O,0OO annually, assets of the said estate 
We planned it, we built Financial statements will be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that 
It, we love It ... so could available. Operaftons hav~ been i'ecelved. 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. Inc lude  vend ing  Clinton W. Foote 
ft. home on 4.6 freed machines. Reply to Box Public Trustee 
acres. Beautiful view. 1465 c.o Terrace. (acol-9,11,16,18may) 
Only 1.5 km from city. Klflmat Dally Herald, 
Many speclel features Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 69 Tenders 
Include pine ceiling, V0G 4B4.  
fireplace, large master (p20.2Smay). 
bedroom with 3 pce. 
ensulte. 638-1321. 
(pB-10may) Ministry of 
GOOD STARTER 57. Human Resources 
HOME 2 years old. Automobiles Submisslonslnvlted 
The Ministry of Human 
Partially finished, on ~/, Resources ~ Invites ' sub- 
acre. 3 large bedrooms missions from societies, 
companies or Individuals Extras Include: Heat, on 1750 sq. ft. main floor. 1971VOLKSWAGON Super to provide residential and 
hot water, laundry Natural gas fired hot Beetle. Could be restored day programs for mentally facilities, storage locker 
&' parking. Referee¢es water heating sy'stem, or good for parts. $275 obo retarded persons In the 
required as of Feb. 1.14. Room for two bedrooms 635.5669. 
Plees~ phone 635-5224. upstairs. Can be viewed , •" (p3.11may) Terrace area. 
(acc2510n4fn) at 3882 Mountvlew or The Ministry seeks 
phone 635-5172. proposals for the following 
(p20.9may) REPOSSESSIONS 1978 progrcms: 
EIi l~A -a  residential resource Chrysler Cordova, for three adults t ULT , BEDROOM house; auto., PS, PB, AM.FM --a day programme to 
4902 Halliwell, finished stereo, Good condition, meet specific needs of the PLACE 
•APARTMEN  
Frldge, st~ve, drapes, 
carpeting off street 
parking, security 
system. 
|Bats start st 
• $ 95 
Phone ' manager  
anytime. 
638.8245 
4 . 2 BEDROOM apart- 
ments for rent, $I00 deposit 
$27,S and S261 monthly Pay 
own hydro. 3145 River Dr. 
(Thornhill) Phone 635.3079. 
(pS.10may) 
'ONE :BEDROOM ':' Suites 
• Low .rents. Close'~t0 town 
and ,hopplng. Pl,¢me 635:~, 




APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 




carport, large sundeck, 
fenced yard, natural 
gas, $69,900. Phone 635- 
4595. 
(p6-11may) 
NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
ft. log house In 
Rosswood. Located on 10 
acres. 1.2 acres cleared. 
$36,000. Phone  ~r 63S'~)00. 
(p5.2may) 
" ' ' • " ~ ,- '~.~ "C) 'F ; ' :  t , . . .  
$ BEOROpMh..0me~. on I/=.. 
acre o,:"Skeeha 'St., 2"  
flrepia~es, garden area, 
bar, n~ ,,~ :sauna,' ,,,asking 
$90;060:' Phone. 635.2485 
after 5pm. 639-0431. 
(pS.11may) 
FOR SALE BY 
BUILDER 3 bedroom 
home. Full daylight 
basement with brick 
fireplace. Location: 




Phone Terry at 632-61T~1 three adults. 
behseen 9am 8, 4pro.  Submissions may be for 
(acc10.11may) residential and-or day 
programs. 
For further information 
contact All Brady, 
58 Trucks & Ministry of Human 
Resources et Box 380, 
Vctn8 Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0, 
Phone 842.5201. 
submissions will be 
recelved at Ministry of 
MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford • Human Resources, 34-3412 
F150 4x4, 6 cyl., short Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
box, new fires, canopy, until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, 
roof rack, excellent 1984. VgG 4T2. 
con¢~ltlon, 20,000 ml. The Iowestor any tender 
Asklfig$7,200. Phone638. will not necessarily be 
1919. (pl0.9may) accepted. 
(acd.llmayl 
1973 cHEv 4x4 plckup 
61,200. Phons 635.5156. 
(acc&llmay) 
It you know someone 
4x4,. FOR SALE-- 1977 who can't rend ~ ad, 
GMC 4x, t. Good condition, suggest they get a 
49,000 miles. 635.3.1~I. volunteer tutor timmgh 
(pS.11may) Northwest Community 
College. 
1977 FORD F250 6 cyl., 4 CaB US4511 ask for 
speed. S2200 aBe. Phone 
JOHN WOOD or JOHN 639.1963 after 5pm. 
(p4-11may) NOONAN. 
For  lu fo rmtt lon  
1979 FORD Pickup F150, regtrding complete er 
One owner, Excellent lmrilal flfltoa~ey. 
condition. 26,000 original m 
miles. Asking price ~,000 Help your friend 
firm. Phone 635.7851. Impreve' their readlBg 
(p10.22may) end.ur writing skills, . 
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FBI sent-, threatening message .i 
to DeLorean, lawyers charge 
LOS ANGELES (AP) --  The FBI ~mething we take lightly," Re told Perry. "I would also like to apologize 
was accused by John DeLorean's the judge. "It  is akin to a statement to the court for having had the bad 
lawyers on Tuesday Of sending a from God that he doesn't like your judgment to bring this up." 
""ti~eatening, intimidating, ira- 
proper" message to the chief defence 
lawyer protesting his comments 
about an FBI witness, 
•Defence lawyer Donald Re said in 
court it appeared that Ida dafence 
partner. HowardWeitzman, could be 
"a target for some sort of activity by 
the government for his role in this 
case." 
The unusual session outside the 
jury's presence came moments after 
Weitzman ended his eight-day cross- 
examination of FEe agent Benedict 
Tisa, the subject of the complaint. 
"The statement that the FBI is 
upset • with Mr. Weitzman is not 
attitude." Perry said he and chief prosecutor 
'" " James Welsh met with U.S. Attorneg 
Assistant U,S. Attorney Robert Robert B~nner and considered 
Perry admitted he told Weitzman seeking an immediate publicity "ge~ 
last Thursday of "FBI concern" order" in the trial but rejectedthai 
about the lawyer's public charae- idea. 
terisatlons of Tisa. 
"We thought that would be 
"I said: 'The FBI has some con- misinterpreted by the press as a~: 
corn that you went out on the cour- effort by us to shut Mr. Weltzman 
thouse steps and called 'lisa a crook up," he said. 
and a liar,'" Perry recalled. 
He said Weitzrnan denied making "...There would be criticism tha~ 
the remarks although the lawyer said the government was trying to silence 
he had called the agent "untruthful." John DeLorean's attorneys became. 
"I Want to make this a public we were losing the case. So w~ 
apology to Mr, Weitzman," said decided todD.nothing." 
Foreign Shorts CORRECTION The VISA LADIES COTTON PANTS 
In the Jeans North advertisement Inthe Tuesday 
May 8 edition should be ~1.00 off. 
Open round in steel 
battle 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  Scores of lawyers and 
lobbyists, including a contingent of wOrried 
Canadian stselmakers, turned out for the opening 
round today in a battle •over steel trade that will 
affect a multi-billion-dollar business and thousands 
of jobs in Canada, the United States and around the 
world. 
At issue was an application to the U.S. Inter- 
national Trade Commission by the depressed U.S. 
steel industry and its union to restrict imports into 
the $32-bLIlion.a-year American market on the 
ground that foreign competitors are injuring 
domestic companies, putting Americans out of 
work. 
At stake is about one-third of annual foreign sales 
into the world's 'riehent industrial market worth 
more than $7 billion U.S. --  almost $1 bLIlion of that 
from mills and processors across Canada -- which 
the foreign shippers contend would be unfair and 
unjust to. restrict. 
Lebanese cabinet 
fears for safety 
BEIRUT (AP) - -  Fears for the safety of members 
of Lebanon's new coalition cabinet blocked the 
group from holding its first work sosaton today, and 
Druse leader WaHd Jumblatt proposed meeting on a 
U.S. or French warship. 
Jumblatt and his civil war ally, Shiite Moslem 
leader Nabth Berri, said in separate statements 
that President Amin Gemayel's government palace 
in Baabda, aChristian suburb of Beirut, was not a 
safe place for them to attend meetings of the half- 
Christiun,,'half-Moslem cab~ ,,"*:,/~' 
"Why,llot-ttte'New Jersey~ tht Clemenceau?" 
S " '~ '  ' "  a Led Jumblatt m a statement broadcast by'his 
Voice Of the Mountain radio station. "If they're 
obliging, we can meet there." 
The New Jersey, a U.S. navy battleship, has 
moved away from Mediterranean waters off the 
coast of Lebanon after the collapse in February of 
U.S. peacekeeping efforts in Beirut. The French 
aircraft carrier Clemenceau is near the Lebanese 
coast, apparently to protect 65 French truce ob- 
servers on Beirut's front lines: 
Pope prays 
for war• dead 
HONIARA, Solomon Islands (AP) -- Pope John 
Paul, looking tired on the eighth day of an ll-day 
trip, today visited Guadalcanal's battlefields, 
prayed for the war dead and appealed for 
brotherhood. 
Sunburned and sweating under a tropical sun, the 
Roman Catholic pontiff appeared startled when a 
tribal warrior, clad only in leather loincloth, lunged 
toward him with a spear. But the Pope quickly 
realized it was the cue for a start of a dance and 
stepped back, saying: "Thank you." 
Later, at the community sports field, he received 
a an tribal welcome to this coconut-growing island 
by native women, some bare-breasted and others 
loosely draped with cabbage leaves. 
The Pope reviewed an honor guard at Honiara 
airport, which, as a Japanese air base, was seized 
by U.S. forces during the Second World War and 





MANAGUA (AP) -- 
Nicaragua said its forces 
shot down a military 
helicopter from Honduras 
that crossed into its air- 
space. Honduras said the 
U.S-built craft was 
unarmed and that all eight 
men aboard died. 
The foreign minister of 
Nicaragua's leftist 
government, Miguel 
d'E~coto, said the violation 
of the airspace Tuesday 
was "evidence one mere 
time of the clanger with 
which the American ad- 
ministration, through the 
CIA, is pushing Honduras 
into participating in the 
aggression against our 
country." 
Nicaragua claimed 
another belicopter crossed 
into its airspace but 
escaped beck to Hohduras. 
.The Sandinista govern- 
ment ook reporters to see 
the helicopter's remains, 
scattered over an acre 
about 16 kilometres outh 
of Potosi, a port on the Gulf 
of Fongeea which is shared 
by Nicaragua, Honduras 
and E! Salvador. 
The Dally Herald apologizes for any In. 
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P~one maaa~er anp l~e l lo  
6,18-8245 
*INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders are invited for the following 
contracts: 
No. 1. 'Kleanze Creek Provinolal Park 
Maintenance 
No.2. Kltsumkalum Provincial Park- Main. 
tenance 
No.3. Exchamslks River Provincial Park i -~ 
Malntooance:_"..: '",:',;. ., 
Tender documents and Information can be oh- 
• talned from Skenna.Charlofle Zone Office durlng 
normal buslneso hours 8:00 a,m, to 3:30 p.m. at' 
the followlng address at Lakeise Park: 
. Skeena.Charlotte Zone 
Parks and Outdoor Rec. Dlvlslon 
R.R. No.4 Ist Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4V2 
or by phoning 798.2277. 
Clearly marked Sealed Tender must be received 
by 1:00 p.m. on May 30, 1984 at the above ad- 
dress, whereupon they will be publicly opened 
and their bid prices announced and recorded. 
The lowest or any tender will net necessarily be 
accepted. 
I Ministryof Lands, IE  
Parks and Housing 
i Honourable Anthony J. Brummet, M,n,ster . ~ 1 ~ !  
~'~~~= f NEWEST &BES.T TO0 TERRACE'S 
Now at affordable Rates 
~ ~ ~  One bedroom at 832500 me. 
Two bedroom at 83600* me. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, filed showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery co-ordinated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, al l  in area 
-$200.00 move in allowance for May 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Pro__ perty Stewards Western Ltd. 
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Turkey skin 
pumps aren't 
for the thrifty 
TOROI~TO (CP) - -  
Andrea Pfister designs 
rainbow-hued footwear 
that combines fine leather, 
up-to-the-minute styling 
and high prices. 
A basic pump starts at 
$365 and feathered evening 
shoes are $565. Red boots 
combining two kinds of  
lizard skin, two kinds of 
snakeskin, calf leather and 
turkey skin - -  that's right, 
turkey skin - -  are $995. 
Without being asked, he 
explains the cost: "Yes my 
shoes are expensive. But 
they are made with the 
best quality possible. Some 
of the people making my 
shoes have been shee- 
makers for four or five 
stores. 
"Knoddng off" or 
copying designs is com- 
mon in the fashion ln- 
dmtry. What starts off as 
high style ends up even- 
tually in a watered.down, 
mass.market version. 
But the twistin this turn 
of events is that Pfister is 
about to give the plastic 
creations some legitimacy 
by working on their 
designs. 
"Now they (the plastic 
shoe makers) have ap- 
preached me. They were 
quite honest about it. They 
' said 'We have made a lot of 
• money off you and now we 
would like to work with 
you.'" 
generations." The plastic shoes are one 
It seems incongruous . of many projects Pfister 
that he $10 plastic shoes -- 
usually called jellies 
that everyone wore last 
summer and no doubt will 
again this year originated 
from Pfister.. 
"Those jelly shoes are a 
knock-off of my birdcage 
shoes from four seasons 
ago," Pfister said while in 
Toronto to meet 
customers. His shoes are 
sold in Canada at most 
Pfister, who grew up in 
Switzerland, said that one 
Holt Renfrew and Co. Ltd. 
has in the works. His latest 
is designing a line for the 
home including tableware, 
linens, towels and tries. 
This is in addition to 
handbags and other ac -  
cessories already carrying 
his name. But it is the 
shoes that gave him his There were two types of, sailboats on. the 
start and still seem to 
mean most to him. Douglas Channel over the weekend. Ones 
day his importer father that actually used the wind to propel 
said "enough playing-themselves, like the sailboard In the 
around" and sent him off background, and others that let themselves 
to the ARS Sutoria Shoe be blown about because of a stalled mot0r. 
Designer School in Milan. 
Franglais? Parlez-vous 
'~-" , , , .  - ~ ". ,~ 
PARIS (Reuteri - -  Purists Call it France:" 
pollution of their language. The association has successfully 
Businessmen call i t '  simple fought a~ut  30 similar cases. 
marketing strategy. The law calls it Foreign companies importing 
illegal in some areas: goods  into France have hsd their 
But to most Frenchmen it's 
"Franglais" - -  the increasing use 
and misuse of English, especially in 
the commercial field. 
France's language purists, bent on 
warding off an Anglo-Saxon invasion 
of their vocabulary, have battled 
several companies In court recently' 
over their use of English words. 
In a Paris court, the General  
Association for Users of the French 
Language accused a fast-food 
Imuckies rapped for failing to provide 
translations for their brochures, 
pamphlets and packaging msterials. 
Well-established French ~- 
stitutions have been tackled for 
publicizing products using cstchy 
English phrases. 
The movement agaInst 
"Franglais" creepIng into the ver- 
nanular has .~ways had strong 
support from the French government 
since the French users association is 
restaurant chain of misleading its subsidized by the office of Prime 
customers by selling items like Minister Pierre Mauroy. 
"Fiugfish," "Big Cheese" and HIT SHOW BIZ 
"Coffee Drink." '. Last year, one arm of government, 
Magistrates agreed they went the Communicatione MInistry, 
against a 1975 law governing public banned 127 terms of English origin 
use o f  language that requires a l l  used mainly In brosdcasting and 
consumer gcods to be labelled and threatened theatres, cinemas and 
advertised in French. They ordered television and advertising companies 
the company, France-Quick, to pay with legal action if they used them. 
$370 in damages. 
GROUP VIGILANT 
The ruling was the latest victory 
tar the association, a vigilant, 
~overnment-baeked grouping of 
politicians, scholars and consumers 
!hat has taken French and foreign 
:ompanies to task. 
"Nobody buying a 'Big Cheese', 
:ould possibly know what it con- 
Officially, camera shots no longer 
use "close-ups," but "gros plan 
cerre," {~nd cameramen are "les 
eadreurs." 
But in 'everyday speech 
"Franglais" still has a strong hold. 
Bnsinesamen~talk at "le cash 
flow." Lung-d~stance travellers fly 
by "le jet," while a short walk in- 
valves ',le footing.,, sportsmen go in 
:ains," argues association for "le jogging" or "le stretching" 
;pakesman Micheline Faure. "And :(calisthenics). And , popular 
~s for 'Coffee Drink.' our lawyers television , programs feature "lee 
nave proven thst it is nothIng ether hold-ups"and "les kidnappings." 
than coffee--though slightly weaker Several language commissions 
than what we are used to drinking in have been created in France in the 
Scholars find an answer 
TORONTO (CP) - -  An st- 
theological mystery -- the origipal 
gravesite of Canadian martyr and 
missionary Gabriel Lalemant - -  has 
been solved, says a researcher who 
spent two years studying con- 
temporary accounts of the saint's 
murder more than 300 years ago. 
~he grave of Jean de. Brebeuf, 
Lalemant's better-known brother 
Jesuit killed in Oe same Indian at- 
tack, was discovered 30 years ago. 
Scholars have puzzled since why no 
sign was found of Lalemant's resting 
place. 
The answer, says James Hunter, 
resident archeologist at the Saint. 
Marie-among-the-Hurons hi toHcni 
site 115 kilometres north of Toronto, 
is that the two missionaries shared a
coffin in the same grave. 
Pope John Paui WiJi visit the site 
Sept. 15 as part of his Canadian tour. 
The two Jesuits were captured, 
tortured and burned at the stoke 
during an Iroquois attack on the 
Huron villages of Saint-Louis and 
Saint-Ignace in March 1649. 
to archeological mystery 
religious," says Hunter. "The Jesmts 
The Jesuits at nearby Sainte- Indians. It also served to focus efforts 
Marie, a fort now restored just east o f  st improving Huron health care. 
Midisnd, Ont., recovered the bodies "Their major motivation was 
and buried them under the mission's 
church floor. 
Hunter says the attacks on the two 
villages contributed to the break- 
down of the confederate political 
structure of the Hurons, who became 
increasingly fearful of further 
Iroquois aggression. Their sub- 
seqqent dispersal eft the Jesuits 
isolated at Saints-Marie. 
The Jesuits decided to leave Seinte- 
Marie for new quarters on Christian 
Island in Georgian Bay., They 
exhumed the bodies of the two 
priests, removed the flesh from the, 
bones and reburied the flesh. The fort 
and its 22 buildings were razed. 
The bones of the two martyrs --  
who were canonized in 1930 along 
with six others - -  were eventually 
sent o Quebec City, Paris and finally 
to the Vatican. T~ey have since been 
distributed as relics to churches 
around the world. 
Seinte-Marie-Among-the-Hurons 
was built in 1639 by the Jesuits as a 
headquarters for the priests involved 
in missionary work among the 
were the social services of the 17th 
century." 
In 1649, the number of priests, lay 
brothers, mission workers (called 
donnes), domestics, soldiers and 
young boys collected within the walls 
of the palisades numbered 65.' 
Brebeuf's grave was discovered in
1954 by an archeologist, Father Denis 
Hcgarty. An iron plaque with an 
inscription denoting Brebeuf's 
martyrdom was found at the site, but 
there were no similar clues to in- 
dicate Lalemant's whereabouts. 
"It would have been extremely 
difficult to dig two graves in frozen, 
hard-packed soil," says Hunter. 
"(And) they were under unusual 
pressure --  they were worried about 
Iroquois attacks and were really 
hard-prassed in terms of digging two 
graves. The church was a con- 
secrated place --  it was heated and 
the. floor would not have been 
frozen." 
Brebeuf's coffIn was considerably 
larger than any others found at the 
site and although Brebeuf was known 
to have been a big man, Hunter says 
his body alone would not have oc- 
cupied, the entire coffin. 
Kids are taft in the saddle 
that much when you think 
about it," says MeNaught, 
a retired car dealer. "I've 
sold everything else In my 
life. 
"Selling an idea this 
worthwhile shouldn't be 
difficult." 
Both horses . and 
volunteers are carefully 
trained before they plunge 
into the program. 
Horses spend several 
weeks geting used to the 
equipment, having 
wheelchairs bumped Into 
them and crutches leaned 
against hem. They learn 
about ramps and tiny 
riders with no leg controls. 
The work pays off. 
"Just the other day we 
had a young fellow come 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  
When Ken McNaught alks 
about champions who ride 
horses, he's not talking 
about million-dollar-a-year 
jockeys or gold medsllists 
in the Olympics. 
He's talking about 
children in wheelchairs 
and with braces, children 
who are deaf and blind, 
and others with mental or 
emotional handicaps who 
are learning to ride. 
McNaught is president of 
the Manitoba Riding for 
the Disabled AsseciaUon, a 
position he took after 
moving to WInnipeg from 
London, Ont., where he 
was a founding member of 
the association there. 
"I remember a 10-year- 
mounted the horse alone, strengthen muscles, 
Riding did amazing things particularly in the back 
to his flexibility and and abdomen and reduces 
balance." spssticity in paraplegics. 
McNaught said there is Riding also stimulates 
always something special interest in an outside 
happening when you bring activity, creating • op- 
handicapped kids and pertunity for disabled 
horses together, people to socialize with 
NOW TROTS HORSE others who are not,. thus 
"We had a girl - -  she encouraging seif-confld- 
was a teenager when she ence, MeNaught said. 
came to us--  who had been The Manitoba 
a thalidomide baby and association began in 1977 
had no limbs," he said. andMcNanghttcokover'a 
"We began her with a year later. Now, with SO 
bracoand asafety belt, but children aweek learning to 
it wasn't long before she ride and an army of 
left the brace behind and, volunteers working under 
finally, the sanety belt. co-ordinator Janie Zwicker 
"Her balance is ab- and an army of volunteers, 
solutely amazing and she McNaught is ready to 
ean walk and trot the horse launch a major fund- 
m 
w 
past, providing equivalents for 
English expressions, although no 
campaign has completely suecseded 
in replacing "Is weekend" with "fin 
de semaIne" or "le wIndow- 
shopping" with "leche-vltrine." 
,NEWS' IS BAD 
The association is currently pur: 
suing legal claims against the 
mineral water bottlers Evian for 
their slogan '% fast-drink des Alpes" 
and the state-owned tobacco 
organization Selta for launching a 
cigarette called "news." 
The West German-based record 
company Polyder was forced into an 
out-of-co~t settlement with the 
association two years ago for 
releasing American jazz records in 
their original jackets. 
"The situation is difficult," said 
Polydor's representative forFrance, 
Palrice Fichet. "I have certaIn 
contracts with foreign artists that 
expressly forbid me to tamper with 
ke'- " their record jac m. 
Last year, even the Paris Opera 
house fell victim to the association's 
crusade when it sold only English 
programs for the U.S. musical 
Bubbling Brown Sugar. It was forced 
to pay $16o In damages after losIng an 
appeal against a court ruling that it. 
had broken the law. 
MONEY NOT AIM 
Faure said the damages paid In all 
the cases were minimal and the 
"organization is more interested In 
principle than in financial gain. 
"The paint is to make people aware 
that the law exists," she said, noting 
that it had never been applied before 
the association was created In 19"/7. 
I)usiness clitectot, l 
Total Business Services 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES 10 each 
638-8195 mo 
f0R HIIE 
John here 510 Backhoe 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
andmuch more ' 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
• I II II I 
THORHHILL EXCAVAtiNG 
635-5347 
Planning • Holiday but having a 
problem finding Competent & Reliable 
care. 
TRY OUR STANDARD FEE 
OF (~.00) PER DAY. 
We'aiSo have other Package rates 
~'hy Ruln a good holiday by worryln~, 
Call Today and arrange for an ap- 
pointment. 635.52t I




Tern., D.C. 6~-5"/0~ 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupanc~ 
Energy Efficient &.Affordable 
3889 Muller Ave, 635-9418 
NOR-BURD 
R.V .  REPAIRS  
l : New useo 
0 J " . 
4759 Highway 16 West 635-6882 
Terrace, B,C. V8G iN3 
635-6945 
I old boy with cerebral very well." raising effort, for his first lesson, ab- 
palsy," McNaught maid, In Europe, .cling has His goal is an Indoor sointe]y terrified," __Re ELECTRONICS 
' When he came to us, he long been recognized as a facility where the program McNaught said. "We 
was in a wheelchair and beneficial form of therapy can be run year-round, In couldn't get him to get on 
was so spastic you could for the disabled. A quiet, more convenient time slots the horse. Warrahty  Work On 
barely get a cigarette willing horse  helps than those available. "The next time he came Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshlbal 
package between his legs. dieabledHders to improve TRIES NEW DEAL to ride, we couldn't get him Zenith, Lloyds, 
"Ten months later, he balance, co-ordination and • "Our goal is to raise to get off." " 
walked out with braces and reflexes. It helps to $325,000, which is not all Repairs to all makes o f  
, Stereos& T.V.'s. 
Champagne mogul honored 6.,;. 
I" I 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Jeannine Guillevin-Wood, has become a famous house of champagne. 
Guillevin-Wocd was widowed in 1965, at which 
time she took over her husband's company that 
employed 30 people and had sales of $1.5 million a 
year. With no formal business training she assumed 
the presidency and began an aggressive policy of 
growth. 
The company now has business interests in 
Europe and the Far East and in 1983 it purchased 
the assets in Ontario and Quebec of Gescan, the 
electrical distribution arm of Canadian General 
Electric, which gave the company an entry into the 
Ontario market and made Gulllevin International 
the largest company In its field in QUebec. 
The company now has 307 employees and annual 
sales, well over $85 million. 
It is the second year • the award has been 
presented. 
president of Guillevin International Inc. of Mon- 
treal, has won the 1984 Veuve ClicquoL Award as the 
Canadian businesswoman of the year. 
Guillevin-Wood isalso chairman of the board and 
chief executive officer of Copel Inc., a nation-wide 
consortium of independently.owned lectrical 
distribution businesses which is one of Canada's 
largest corporations with sales of $450 million an- 
nually. 
Guillevin-Wood was honored at a dinner spon- 
sored by the champagne company Veuve Clicquot- 
Ponsardin Tuesday. 
Guillevin-Wood was chosen by a Ire-man jury 
because she best mirrors the qualities of the 
champagne company's founder, said a news release 
issued by the company. 
Madame Clicquot, who was widowed in 1805 at the  
age of 28, defied convention and established what 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOR . 
3305 KENNEY STREET, 
TERRACE. BC V8G 3G3 
63e.i,~ 
REItl. ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
I.I i i I 
For inf0rmation0n running your ad in 
directory ,:a jl 635.6357 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
OOX 441 I 




- -YARD WORK - -PA INT ING 
- -HOUSESITTING - -WINDOWS 
ALL OTHER MISC. JOBS 
LOW& NEGOTIABLE RATES 
625-2537 or 625-3925 
¢- 




" For appointment call 
638-1026 
STYLISTS 
SharonCleve--Joan Prince--Sandy Thomson 
4844 Loan Ave. 
~.'.  ; '  . .  ~ . . : ;  v . .  " . . . .  • " "  
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC ~;laims 
$ )ecialists Handled 
I ~  Promptly 
4711 A K ~ N T E  RPRISE 
TERRACE 
639,1166 KITIMAT 
i 632"4741 __ 
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